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SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 
Today the most explosive technology in the field of 
information technology is mul t imedia . The cost of 
computers is going down and the computing capacity of 
the systems is doubling every year. So libraries have 
started using multimedia PCs for acquiring, processing, 
organising and disseminating multimedia information to 
the u s e r s . This d isser ta t ion gives an overview of 
multimedia systems in libraries and its application for 
providing services to the users. 
The idea behind compiling this disser ta t ion is to bring 
at one place in a single volume materials on multimedia 
and its application in libraries. 1 hope this will be of great 
value for "the persons who have some interest in the 
field of information technology particularly on multimedia 
and its features. This study in the form of Annotated 
bibliography is an humble effort in this direction. 
METHODOLOGY 
The primary sources were consulted from the following 
libraries. 
1. Indian National Scientific Documenta t ion Centre 
(INSDOC), New Delhi 
ill 
2. Defence Scientific Information and Documentation 
Centre (DESIDOC), New Delhi 
3. British Council Library New Delhi 
4. American Centre Library New Delhi 
5. Indian Insti tute of Technology (IIT) Library, New Delhi 
6. Regional Engineering College (REC) Library, Calicut 
7. CHMK Library, Calicut University, Calicut 
8. MOULANA Azad Library. A.M.U., Aligarh 
9. Seminar Library, Dept of Library and Information 
Science, A.M.U., Aligarh 
STANDARD FOLLOWED 
Care has been taken to follow strictly the rules and 
prac t ices of c lass i f ied catalogue code of Dr. SR 
Ranganathan. The Indian standards recommended for 
bibliographical references (IS:2381 - 1963) also followed. 
Thus it gives uniformity for bibliographical references 
throughout the selected bibliography. 
ARRANGEMENT The entries are arranged under subject 
heading which are arranged alphabetically following letter 
by letter method. The entry element of the author is in 
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capi ta ls , followed by the secondery element in parenthesis 
us ing capitals and small letters and then title of the 
ar t ic les , subtit le if any, then name of the periodical being 
under italics followed by the volume No. Issue No. year 
month and date giving by using inclusive notation of the 
pages of the articles. 
Entr ies of periodical articles are arranged as followes 
(a) Serial No. 
(b) Name(s) of author(s) 
(c) Full stop 
(d) Title of the article including subtit le, if any 
(e) Full stop. 
(f) Title of the periodical in full in italics 
(g) Full stop 
(h) Volume No. 
(i) Comma 
(j) Issue No. 
(k) Semi colon. 
(1) Year of publication 
(m) Comma. 
(n) Month and date of publication 
(o) Semi colon 
(p) Inclusive pages of art icles 
(q) Full stop. 
SPECIMEN ENTRY 
8. RAMAIAH (CK). Multimedia systems in libraries and 
t h e i r appl ica t ion. Desidoc Bulletin of information 
technology. 18, 6; 1998, November; 25-40. 
Discusses that mult imedia is a combination of text, 
graphics , animation, audio and video converted from 
different formats into a uniformat digital media and 
hypertext is no sequential writing or reading. Multimedia 
prepared in hyper text environmet is called hypermedia. 
This paper describes application and limitations of 
mult imedia in general. The need for mult imedia in 
l ibraries and its use for various applications in US and 
Europe etc. are also discussed. 
EXPLANATION 
The title of this article is multimedia in libraries and 
their application written by CK. Ramaih in the 18th 
volume of the issue number of '6 '^ of the year 1998, 
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November on the pages 25 to 40, against this entry the 
serial number is given. 
ABSTRACT 
The entries in the bibliography contains abstract 
given the essential information about the articles. Attempt 
have been made to prepare indicative Abstracts. So that 
in most of the cases users needs are fulfiled with abstract 
itself. 
SUBJECT HEADING 
Attempt has been made to give co-existencive subject 
heading as much as possible, it will facilitate the readers 
to find out desired article(s) from this bibliography. 
INDEX 
The index part contains an author title and subject 
indexes. The index guides to the specific entry or entries 
in the bibliography. It is hoped that it will be found useful 
in consultation of the bibliography. 
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LIST OF PERIODICALS SCANNED 
1. American Librarianship 
2. Annals of library science and documentation 
3. Annual Review of Information science and technology 
4. Aslib proceedings 
5. Audio visual librarian 
6. Canadian library journal 
7. CD-ROM librarian 
8. CD-ROM professional 
9. College and Research libraries 
10. Communications of IEEE 
11. Communications of the ACM 
12. Computer education 
13. Computer history art 
14. Computer weekly 
15. Computers in Human services 
16. Database 
17. Datamation 
18. Desidoc bulletin of informatin technology 
19. Document image Automation 
20. Electrical libraries 
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21. Electronic optical publication review 
22. Electronic Publishing 
23. Electronics information and planning 
24. FID News Bulletin 
25. Herald of library science 
26. laslic Bulletin 
27. IEEE Multimedia 
28. IFLA Journal 
29. ILLINOIS Libraries 
30. Information processing and management 
31 . Information services and use 
32. Information studies 
33. Information technology and libraries 
34. Information today and tomorrow 
35. Interactive multimeida 
36. International cataloguing bibliographic control 
37. International journal of imaging systems and 
technology 
38. International journal of information and computing 
science. 
39. Internet world 
40. IT link 
41 . Japan computer quarterly 
IX 
42. JIPDEC Informatization Quarterly 
43. Journal of computers in mathematics and science 
teaching 
44. Journal of Documentation 
45. Journal of educational multimedia and hypermedia 
46. Journal of information processing and management 
47. Journal of Information science 
48. Journal of library and information science 
49. Journal of the American society for information science 
50. Laser disc professional 
51 . Library and information science research 
52. Library Association record 
53. Library Herld 
54. Library high technology 
55. Library Hitech 
56. Library journal 
57. Library resources and technical services 
58. Library science with a slant to documentation and 
information studies 
59. Library software review 
60. Lucknow librarian 
61. Managing in.ormation 
62. Micro computers for information management 
6 3 . Micrographic Information Management 
6 4 . Online 
6 5 . Optical information sys tems 
66 . Proceedings of IEEE 
6 7 . Proceedings of the IEEE 
6 8 . Program. 
69 . RBU journal of library and information science 
70 . Reference librarian 
7 1 . Special libraries 
72 . Technical communication 
7 3 . Technical services 
7 4 . Telematics and informatics 
7 5 . The electronic library 
76 . University News 
7 7 . Wilson library Bulletin 
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PART-1 
INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
"Tell me and I will forget 
show me and I may remember 
involve me I will understand" (Chinese proverb). 
Mult imedia is the term of different media like 
graphics , animation, sound, and video all wrapped in one 
interactive package. The basic idea is to manage and co-
ordinate the various devices of communicat ion and 
en te r t a inment electronics with the PC as a central 
controller. Multimedia brings dazzle to presentations, 
act ions to games, and fun to learning. It promises to play 
an important role in the communication systems of the 
future. Quite literally it refers to anything tha t uses more 
than one media to present information. Unimedia eg: 
musical recording, uses only one media (sound) whereas 
a television is a type of MM because it communicates 
using sound and video. There are a list of common, 
technical character is t ics of the sys tems claimed to be MM 
systems. Example of such technical character is t ics are 
Multi dimensional presentation techniques , multimodal 
i n t e r a c t i o n t e c h n i q u e s , h y p e r m e d i a or hyper text 
t e c h n i q u e s t h a t enable the u s e r s to explore the 
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information activity. The term 'Multimedia' is formed by 
the combination of two words-Multi and Medium. Multi 
refers to many i.e. at least two. Media is the plural form 
of medium. Medium can refer to storage, t ransmission, 
c o m m u n i c a t i o n , r e p r e s e n t a t i o n , p r e sen t a t i on , i npu t 
interaction and perception, meaning that it can refer to 
different levels of abstract ion. It also refers to a basic 
information type like text, graphics , image, video, audio. 
MM can be defined as an integration of several media (i.e. 
text, audio, visual, graphics, animatory etc.) on a single 
medium in the same information unit . 
Mul t imedia is highly effective. As c o m p u t e r 
technology Research (CTR) 1993 reports people retain 
only 20% of what they see, and 30% of what they hear. 
But they remember 50% of what they see and here That 
is why MM provides such a powerful tool for searching 
and learning. 
A Multimedia system records, processes stores and 
deliver all types of information in binary code the same 
way as computer does. This is the quite different from 
the t r ad i t i ona l ana logue technology of radio , TV. 
gramophone records etc. The main advantage of a digital 
format is the flexibility in combining , t ransmi t t ing 
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manipulat ing and customising the elements of the MM 
according to the needs of the user . Basically a MM system 
will have powerful PC with high end graphics processor, 
a sound card,CD drive, MM extensions and driver for 
playing digital audio and video. 
Interactive Multimedia 
When an end user is allowed to interact or control 
the presentation woven with a combination of elements 
of MM like dazzling picturing and animations, engaging 
sounds , graphic art,compelling video clipps and plain 
textual information then it is called an interactive MM 
with the latest advances in networking technologies 
,interactively can happen not ju s t between user and 
content but also between user and user in a mult imedia 
content . Creation of MM productions that is integration 
of multiple media (text graphic etc.) into coherent and 
deliverable interactive fitter. 
HYPERTEXT / HYPERMEDIA; 
Hypertext is a sys tem which does not simply 
accumulate fragmentary information, but constructs an 
associative network by connecting related information 
and enables associative retrieval,. An ordinary text has 
a unit called page. A text has a linear structure consist ing 
of sequential pages. The linearity of a text s t ructure often 
becomes an obstacles to its use. Hyper text uses a card 
as its unit of information instead of a page. When a 
m u l t i m e d i a program is developed in a h y p e r t e x t 
environment, the resulting product is called hypermedia. 
All hypermedia products are multimedia products but 
not vice-versa. The basic difference between hypermedia 
and multimedia is in the organisation and linkages of 
the information fragments. The information fragments in 
mult imedia are organised linearly whereas in hypermedia 
these are organised nonlinearly with links to each other. 
CD-ROM 
The most remarkable feature of CD-ROM is the 
massive storage capacity. The standard 4.75 inch disk 
holds an average 550 to 650 MB of information. One 4.75 
inch CD-ROM disc can hold the equivalent of 1500 
s tandard 360K floppy disks, in other words one CD-ROM 
may accommodate 30,000 midsized journal publications. 
CD-ROMs are small, easily portable, light, durable can 
generally be added to an existing computer either as an 
external or internal drive. CD-ROMs appeared in the 
market in 1985. It is now described as a revolutionary 
information storage medium. CD-ROM can store different 
types of information like graphic, sound, text pic tures etc. 
Now so many multimedia encyclopaedias are available in 
CD-ROM format eg: the Multimedia Encyclopedia of 
Mammalian Biology (MEMB) published by McGraw Hill. 
It contains the complete text of five volumes printed 
encyclopedia, 3500 photographs, 500 maps sounds of 
mammalian etc. Different types of formats are available 
like (a) CD-DA (CD-Digital Audio) which was a medium 
for high quality of audio recordings (b) CD-ROM 
designed primarily for the storage of large volumes of 
textual and numerical data (c) CD-ROM XA (Extended 
Architecture) which provides addi t ional fea tures to 
facilitate the combination of text, da ta , social and 
pictures on a single screen (d) Photo CD is devoted to 
the storage of photographic images on higher quality 
film. In short CD-ROM is needed as a multi storage 
medium for multimedia application. 
EVOLUTION OF MULTIMEDIA;-
Multimedia in India started sometime in 1990 
and was defined as a technology that combine graphics, 
text and sound. At that time, graphics and sound were 
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new entrants in Indian market and any application using 
e i ther of t he two was considered a mu l t imed ia 
application. 
In 1990, most of the people were using monochrome 
text. During later par t of 1990,Black and White /2-3 
colour graphics were available because of the colour 
graphics adapter (CGA). In 1991, in graphic, there 
was a shift from CGA to Enhanced Graphics Adapter 
(EGA). As a resul t , it was possible to view 16 colour/grey 
scale pictures on the PC. A picture in grey scale was a 
favourite, as the number of colours were too few to 
represent photographs . Audio (8 bit and mono under 
DOS) started featuring in multimedia applicat ions in 
1991. One could capture still pictures from a video source 
but only for s tat ionary objects. 
By 1992 end, EGA was replaced by Video Graphics 
Array (VGA). This allowed 256 colour/grey scale pictures 
on PC because of which people started using photographs 
in their applicat ions. Sound became stereo but remained 
8 bit. It was possible to capture stills from moving video. 
Video on PC star ted with a compromise on size and frame 
rate. The quality of video on PC was being compared with 
broadcast quality which obviously was far better. 
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In 1993, few Multimedia applications came into the 
picture. Animation was added to Multimedia. The VGA 
gave way to super VGA (SVGA). Sound was moving towards 
16 bit quality. Multimedia under windows started and 
Toolbook was a commonly used platform. 
By 1994, the need for Multimedia was created in the 
market. The market received the demanded applications, 
but did not use them. In graphics, 3D graphics was in 
great demand. Sound became 16 bit CD quality. People 
started using Digital Audio Tape (DAT) for recording 
audio. Mult imedia courses were much in demand. 
Multimedia under Windows and specially Visual Basic 
became extremely popular. 1994 was the year in which 
people s tar ted trying to sell Multimedia applications. 
Exh ib i t ions , Information Systems s e m i n a r s and 
conferences became regular. 
COMPONENTS OF A MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM 
There are different types of components in MM 
software. These components are discussed below in detail. 
(1) TEXT 
Text is mostly available in printed documents in 
different forms viz full text, bibliographical indexes etc. 
Text is the basis for word processing programs and is the 
fundamenta l information used in most of the MM 
programs. Text is a r edundan t language. Through th i s 
redundancy, it is possible tha t the contents can be 
unders tood flexibly. In Multimedia applications a longer 
dealing of text is made more difficult by the small screen 
resolut ion. Consequently text application better into 
printed formats. Text in mult imedia applications tha t 
more decorative and symbolic character for statements or 
denotat ions in graphics. MM packages often involve the 
conversion of book to computerised form allowing the user 
to look up information quickly. 
(2) GRAPHICS 
Strength of graphics is to present a context, if th is 
cannot be preserved in reality or if it is too complex to 
recognize it. Graphics are discrete the user himself 
determines viewing moment and duration. In this way 
graphics are very suitable for the individual studying and 
analysing of connections. The combination with text is 
good since both are discreate representat ions and if the 
text refers exactly to the graphics . Graphics approve 
more interpretat ions than the image and can be used 
better for the support of mental models. 
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(3) ANIMATIONS 
Animations refer to a moving picture or videos and 
it is a powerful communication. The animation h a s its 
s t rength in representa t ion of temporal dependence . 
Composed to graphics the advantage is at connect ions 
where only movements explains the funct ion . The 
combination with speech and sound is ideal synchronous . 
Speech helps to unders tand the representat ions and 
compared to additional text there is no change of the 
view of the user necessary. A further s t r eng th of 
animation is the decoration function. Animation suppor t s 
like graphics the formation of mental models. 
(4) SOUND; 
The sound as music or noise is able to wake emotions. 
Music can stimulate needs or cause relaxation of mind 
and body. Sound can become the sign of recognition, the 
leitmotive through combination with interaction types 
develop a feeling for the corresponding act ions . The 
combination of sound with animation, movie, object to 
produce realistic effects is ideal. Inclusion of sound in 
MM program serves as a more powerful and useful tool 
to provide information to users. 
5. IMAGE 
The image represents an integrated connection. The 
image is very much related by its photo real is t ic 
representation to the concrete contents, unlike text, the 
contents are nonflexibly, interspretable. Image has the 
strength in the good situation function. Because of the 
reality proximity, recognition of the contents represented 
in the image is slightly possible. The combination of 
image with sound is very elective images are jus t as well 
su i t ab l e for the ex tens ive . Cons ider ing and the 
recognition of details as for joining of associat ions. 
6. SPEECH 
Speech can introduce, give surveys, s t imulate, and 
tell. The speech between people requires a dialogue and 
the computer is (still) not capable of a natural- language 
dialogue, it can only be used in such systems as 
additional information; particularly where the visual 
system would be superloaded by additional text reading. 
Speech is ideal as an explanation of animation if it is 
synchronized with the events on the screen. Speech as 
a voice melody can cause strong memory effects. 
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7. SCORE 
The score h a s its strength at the composing or the 
analysing from music and /o r sound. It is the text of the 
melody and is suitable for those who reproduce or want 
to study it in widest sense for musicians. Ideal is the 
combination with sound if in this case the sounds played 
currently are emphasized or characterized visually. 
8. MOVIE 
The movie shows temporal dependencies in realistic 
form. Its s trength is the authenticity as fact movie or the 
waking of emotions in the feature film. Through the 
possibilities of fixing technique, temporal and spatial 
d i s t a n c e s a re deliverable wi thout l inguis t ic 
communication. Ideal is the combination with speech and 
sound to produce ei ther more reali ty or stronger 
emotions. 
9. OBJECT 
The strength of the object lies in approving of many 
possibili t ies, in trying out, in combining elements. 
Complex uni t s , which can only be experienced by a 
person oneself, are reasonable contents. The interactively 
is high here. In this way, constructivistic paradigms can 
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be put into action. All discreet information types can be 
available with their respective s t e n g t h s and their 
weaknesses as an object. The combination with sound can 
still increase the empirical values if actions are coded 
auditory. 
10. WORLD 
The strength of the world lies in the spatial 
visualization and the orientation. Strong emotional and 
playful references can be built up by tridimensional 
representat ions . Impressive scenarios, which can lace the 
user emotionally, can be made by combinatioin with 
objects and all other information types. 
However, there is mostly no exclusive information 
representat ion through nonlinear techniques. Through 
hyperlinks additional information can be called as text, 
an animation or graphics for an explanation. The efforts 
and the combinatioin of information types are dependent 
from many factors. Some are pointed out, many ones still 
lie in the field of the future research. The always-new 
combination or performance of information types always 
let new possibilities appear. However, a specific mix can 
often become a ' trademark' of a producer and information 
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VIDEO 
Fig. 1 : Multimedia 
types can be used 'alien' by violation of the aesthetic 
principle yet achieve reasonable effects. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR MULTIMEDIA 
The requirements for developing or us ing multimedia 
applications are listed on the following points . 
1. HARDWARE; -
There are some many variables ' in selecting hardware 
for a multimedia platform, a group of companies formed 
an organisation called Multimedia PC market ing Council 
(MPC) in 1990 to set minimum s t anda rds for MM 
hardware. There are currently three MPC s tandards : MPC 
level 1, MPC level 2, MPC level 3 . 
Following is MPC level 3 specification 
RAM 8 MB 
Microprocessor CPU of 75 MHz Pentium 
Hard disc 
Audio 
Graphics 
processor 
540 MB 
16 bit digital sound, 
wavetable, MIDI playback, 
speakers tested at minimum 
of 3 watts/channel 
Color space conversion and 
scaling 
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Performence Capability; direct access to 
frame buffer for video 
enabled graphics sub system 
Video Playback MPEG! (Hardware or 
Software) with OM-1 
compliance 
User input 101 key IBM style key 
board, two button mouse. 
2 . SOFTWAREt-
There are many softwares for designing a multimedia 
presenta t ion are available in the market . These can be 
categorized into mainly 3 kinds of software. 
(1) Presentation Packages 
Presentat ion packages produce convincing multimedia 
shows consisting of slides, audio clips, animations and 
full motion sequences based on l inear slide show 
m e t a p h o r . Several graphics packages also have 
presenta t ion capabilities, Example: PowerPoint, Harvard 
Graphics , and so on. 
PowerPoint is a software that provides a complete 
environment for authoring presentat ions , including tools 
for assembling, drawing, packaging, formatting, charting 
and many input /ouput tasks. Harvard Graphics is a high 
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powered graphics package with presentation capabilities, 
published by Software Publishing Corporation. There are 
31 professionally designed presentation styles, where 
each style specifies the chart ing options, colour palet te , 
background design and type font for a presentat ion. 
Appearance of every slide can be changed automatically 
by editing a presentation's master template. A char t 
gallery contains preformatted title, bullet, table, da ta and 
organizational charts. 
(2) Hypermedia Programs 
Hypermedia Programs provide an infinite capability to 
link objects and enable users to navigate among them. 
Example: ToolBook, Podium, etc. 
ToolBook is published by Asymmetrix (country). Its 
purpose is to reduce the amount of time and effort 
requi red creat ing Windows appl icat ions. Mult imedia 
applicat ions can be developed by creating books full of 
pages, which can contain text, graphics and bottons tha t 
enable use r interaction. | ToolBook has a scr ipt ing 
language called Open Script, in which handlers can be 
writ ten. Handlers are code modules that define the 
response to any event that occurs in the application. 
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Events may be user interaction; navigation and so on. 
ToolBook comes with more than 270 p r e s c r i p t e d 
multimedia objects called widgets, which can be copied 
and pasted to any new applications. Podium is a 
hypermedia p roduc t invented at the Universi ty of 
Delaware in 1988. It gives multimedia toolbox, which 
makes it quick and easy to create multimedia applicat ions 
(3) Authoring Systems 
An author ing sys tem is a set of full fledged 
applicatioin development tools that allows us to present 
material, ask quest ions about it, evaluate user input and 
branch accordingly in a multimedia presentation 
Authorware is the most powerful a u t h o r i n g 
environment for creating interactive presentat ions. An 
advantage Authorware has over most other packages is 
that it can be used to create applications for both 
Windows and Mac in tosh u s e r s . It f ea tu res major 
a d v a n c e m e n t s in ea se of u se , tools i n t e g r a t i o n , 
productivity, extensibility, intranet and Internet delivery 
and database connectivity. It gives non programmers the 
power to crea te , deliver and maintain in te rac t ive 
applications. In Icon Author, an application s t ruc ture is 
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built by dragging icons from an icon palette into a 
flowchart tha t depicts the logic of the application. Then 
each icon is opened to reveal a dialog box that allows 
the properties and the content of that object to be 
defined. No scripting is required and there is not 
language. There are about 50 types of icons, which 
provide support for nearly all computer functions and 
all multimedia functions. 
APPLICATIONS OF MULTIMEDIA:-
Mult imedia sys t ems are being used for many 
purposes by different people in different organisa t ions / 
offices/environment. The main functions include media 
integration, storing, organisation and dissemination at 
different places in different ways. Some of the general 
applications of multimedia are given below: 
Ins t ruct ion/ t ra ining and technical presenta t ions 
Multimedia communications such as mult imedia e-
mail, personal conferencing, video conferencing etc. 
Public informat ion p o i n t s / k i o s k s for l i b r a r i e s , 
museums, hospitals , tourists sites, monuments etc. 
Medical information systems. 
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Multimedia databases, multimedia information 
banks. 
Multimedia newsletters, multimedia books, other 
resources. 
Reference tools, eg. encyclopaedias, directories, etc. 
Archival systems. 
Geographical information systems. 
Electronic publishing and bookselling 
Point-of-sale-displays. 
Product information catalogues 
Technical documentation, including engineering 
drawings, specifications, etc. 
Architectural information displays for example walk-
through programmes of the new buildings or 
cons t ruc t ions /a l ready constructed buildings/ 
monuments. 
Entertainment, leisure, home. 
Exhibitions such as conferences, trade shows, new 
product, facilities, museums, libraries etc. 
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Interactive displays in museums , hospitals , libraries 
etc. 
Thourism is one of the industr ies that has exploited 
the full strength of multimedia for developing tourist 
information systems for public and libraries. Glasgow 
online is one of the best tourist information systems 
designed by the university of Strathclyde during 1989 
us ing Hyper card software. After wards several 
commercial multimedia information products were 
introduced in the market. 
MULTIMEDIA APPLICATION IN LIBRARIES:-
Hypermedia, not only helps the users in providing 
information from different media (print, microforms, audio 
and video) on one platform (integrated) but also saves on 
space, money, maintenance, operational inconveniences 
etc. 
The other advantages of multimedia in libraries etc. 
(a) It can help satisfying different information needs 
such as reference, enr ichment , en te r ta inment , 
leisure etc. 
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(b) It can help meeting various types of information 
preferences of the use r s such as scholarly, scientific, 
vocational, artistic, recreational, etc. 
(c) Being in digital format, information can also be 
accessed by remote use rs on a net work. It also helps 
in over coming the barr iers of boundaries, proximity 
and physical capacity of a library to accommodate 
users . 
(d) It is interesting and easy to use over the existing 
form such as print, microforms, online, etc. 
(e) Its control and interactivity helps the users and 
provides the benefits of books (information) and 
human beings (interactivity). 
Electronic information, and multimedia in general, is 
about to become a vital part of our cultural heri tage. 
L ibrar ies have t h r o u g h o u t the his tory e n s u r e d a 
democratic, independent and free access to the knowledge 
and intellectual value represented by conventional 
books. It is evident that this principle is also valid for 
electronic information and multimedia. The availability of 
multimedia information through data networks may also 
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open completely new ways for the libraries to obtain 
information for the common users. 
Types of MM System in Libraries:-
a) Multimedia Databases:-
Now-a-days a large number of photographs, audio 
recordings and textual material in various collections are 
available in libraries. Multimedia is helping the l ibrar ians 
in integrating all the information from various forms/ 
sources subject-wise and making meaningful mult imedia 
databases both for day-to-day use and archiving. 
Ancient Biblical Manuscript centre in Calremont, 
California has ancient texts, photographs, negatives, 
related to the Bible. This centre has under taken an 
ambitious programme 'Dead sea scroll imaging project'( 
Zuckman, 1993), which involves d ig i t i s ing and 
reformatting photographic negatives for the past four 
years. The centre has converted this collection into a 
comprehensive digital library and it has sophist icated 
search/sort inquiries on dead sea scrolls. 
b) Multimedia Information Retrieval System:-
Hypermedia Information Retrieval System (HIRS) is a 
hypertext version of a large and comprehensive annota ted 
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bibliography of h y p e r t e x t / h y p e r m e d i a in fo rmat ion . 
Compiled from a variety of sources including periodicals, 
academic Journa ls and online informational da tabases , it 
is intended for educational and training purposes only 
and no warranty is made as to the suitability of anything 
included in this stack for any specific purpose . HIRS was 
created in association with project Rivendell, at the 
university of Toledo (Ohio), Rivendell focuses on the 
application of hypertext/hypermedia research to address 
training and educational needs. It is interdisciplinary 
centre for applied hypermedia research serving as the 
focal point for the collection, synthesis, evaluation and 
dissemination of the most current research available for 
using hypermedia to solve instructional problems in a 
variety of learn ing se t t ings . HyperKRS is ano the r 
commercial package being used for developing 
hypermedia based information retrieval systems. 
C)-Multimedia Catalogues:-
Interactive multimedia catalogues are electronic forms 
of catalogues distr ibuted in the mail' order catalogue 
market. Printed catalogues are one of the important 
information sources particularly in technical libraries. 
These catalogues consume large percentage of postal 
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carrier bags, Today the interactive mult imedia on a small 
disk. Several international publishing companies are also 
bringing out their catalogues in interactive multimedia 
CD-ROMS. For example CD-ROM catalogue shopping, SW, 
cata logues , macromedia showcase, silver platter directory 
of electronic resources, etc. 
Under the colonado Alliance of Research Libraries 
(ARL) system, Denver Public Library has designed a Kid's 
catalogue is for children. The Hans Helgesen Elementary 
School Library, British Columbia, Canada have also 
developed a Hyper Card-based school card catalogue for 
the school children. It can take text, graphics , animation, 
audio and video information for preparing multimedia 
based digital catalogues. Several l ibraries are using 
mult imedia catalogues and OPACs' in their libraries for 
var ious purposes . 
d) Multimedia Information Resources:-
The k i n d s of mu l t imed ia s y s t e m s / i n f o r m a t i o n 
resources available in libraries and information centres 
include: i) CD-ROMs; ii) video discs (VD); iii) laser discs 
(LD): iv) audio and video casset tes; v) web; vi) databases 
on servers; and vii) digital video. 
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Many big publishers have now converted their 
reference books including, encyclopaedias, dictionaries, 
h a n d b o o k s etc. from the t radi t ional print form to 
mult imedia format. Thus libraries have a choice of 
selecting either print or multimedia publications. Some 
of the multimedia publications are listed below: 
Encyclopaedias;- Crompton's interactive encyclopaedia, 
1998; Br i tann ica CD 98 and Br i tan ics Video CD; 
Encyc lopaed i a Americana 98 ; Grolier Multimedia 
Encyclopaedia, 1998; World Book Multimedia Enclyclopaedia; 
Microsoft Encarta 98, etc. 
Dict ionaries and Directories: Oxford English Dictionary; 
Webster English Dictionary; The Dictionary of Living 
World; .National Geographic's Mammals; British Birds; 
Microsoft Dinosaurs, etc. 
Reference Manuals: MIT Movie Manual; Interactive 
G r a p h i c s Documents ; The Manua l of Medical 
Therapeut ics , etc. 
Year Books: The Guiness Disk of Records. 
Reference Books; Earth Guest; World Climate Disc; 
Interactive Periodic Table, etc. 
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Electronic Books: Manual of Medical Therapeutics; The 
Electronic Whole Earth Catalogue; Microsoft Musical 
Ins t ruments , Introduction to Classical music; The Oxford 
Textbook of Medicine on CD-ROM, etc. 
Electronic Newpapers/Journals: The Guardian (21 Indian 
newpapers are available on Internet like The Hindu, The 
Times of India. Times, Newsweek about 37 Indian popular 
m a g a z i n e s are avai lable on In te rne t inc ludes : 
Multimedia Tech. for Electronic Newspapers; Integrated 
Mul t imed ia Environment ; Music and Mult imedia 
Publ ishing; ST 85 Medical Publishing for Electronic 
Delivery, etc. 
Multimedia Fiction: Nowadays several Multimedia fiction 
books/packages are available for all levels of people. For 
example, The Manhole, a children fiction takes the kids 
to a fantasy world with talking animals and dragons where 
magic bean stalks grow into the sky. 
e) Geographical Information Systems (GIS): 
Additional multimedia information, visuals, audio and 
video can be associated along with landmarks and other 
points of interest in a Geographical information systems. 
For example, GIS multimedia application in the National 
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Capital Planning Commission (NCPC), Washington, DC, 
uses online, video clips and images of buildings along 
with their maps. In India, Bangalore onl ine, is a 
mult imedia GIS appl icat ions designed with Maplinfo 
software. Similarly Escorts India developed multimedia 
GIS for several cities in India. Number of commercial GIS 
reference tools are available in the market for libraries 
for their ready reference. These tools include quick 
reference atlas (Rand McNally New Media; PCGlobe 
Maps'n Facts;3D Atlas; and World Atlas MPC. 
f) Electronic Publishing:-
The emergence of CD-Writers and recordable CDs has 
solved some of the problems of the libraries in storing/ 
archiving their less used materials . Multimedia tools 
along with CD-Writers made possible in publishing 
information from different sources in a most easy to use 
and acceptable form to the library users . Now several big 
l ibraries started publ ishing their special collections, 
image databases, OPACs, etc. on multimedia CD-ROMs. 
It is one of the most viable alternatives to paper based 
publishing. 
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ADVANTAGES OF MM;-
Navigation, computing aids , browsing, random access 
speed, interactivity, access ibi l i ty , user f r iendl iness , 
changeable structure, equal t rea tment , technology driven 
are some of the salient features of MM which is a very 
powerful IT for application of effective and efficient 
retrieval and presentation of information. Since the main 
output of this media is in visual form which is very 
familiar to the public, it is likely to become more popular 
in future. There are many fields where MM has been 
used e.g. biomedicine, educat ion, museum presenta t ions , 
research and other computer supported co-operative 
works. The advantages of MM over conventional pr int 
version on paper are its s t ruc ture , organisation and 
functionallity. Browsing, reading interactiveness, etc. are 
more faster than print version. There are two and quar te r 
inches disks coming with it which contains Hyper TIES 
(and HT system) version of that book. Print version of the 
books is not found as affective as the computer version. 
MM system allows the use rs to browse and navigate 
quickly through any complex networks of information to 
locate references, definitions, comparisons, etc. from the 
nodal poin ts created in the system which h a s a 
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considerable potential in developing and us ing the 
research material courseware for the users . Following are 
some of the reasons for using MM as a tool for ISR 
(Information Storage and Retrieval Purpose). 
a) There is optimum freedom to use MM according to 
one's choice; 
b) MM/HM offers inumerable possibilities for teaching 
and learning of any subject. Data base can be 
updated, edited, at any time. 
c) HM systems usually offer the possibilities to create, 
edit, sort and s t ruc ture documents, and to view these 
s t ruc tu red d o c u m e n t s la ter on a c c o r d i n g to 
requirements . The tools provide for d o c u m e n t s 
creationware, partially very powerful. 
d) In MM/HM, a single form could serve the purpose of 
the different levels of users , depending upon their 
learning capacity and approach to the da tabase while 
conventional printed materials differ according to the 
level of the users ; 
e) Resource sharing/Networking is one of the features 
of MM/HM which is useful for r e s e a r c h and 
education; 
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f) It's visual form enhances its usefulness. It h a s been 
clearly experienced that after using HT, use r s have 
improved their skil ls viz., creativity, flexibility, 
decision mak ing , evaluat ion and s y n t h e s i s of 
information; 
g) An integral part of MM is its interactive na tu re i.e. 
a user can point with a mouse and click on certain 
screen "object"; and 
h) Create 3-D effects in a dozen different ways, record 
thoughts about a new idea/letter and inser t the 
recording into the document for later review. 
LIMITATIONS OF MULTIMEDIA:-
Even t h o u g h Mult imedia sys tems have many 
advantages introducing such systems into offices, schools, 
colleges, universities, and homes is not easy task . The 
problems or l imitations of multimedia technology are in 
two areas.: 
Technology: -
a) The requis i te hardware/sof tware to s e tup a 
multimedia content creating facility is still very 
expensive and requires large investments . 
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b) A wide range of multimedia software is not 
available to integrate, control, coordinate, manage 
and adap t different media for the lates human 
computer interfaces. 
c) There is a lack of support software facilitating the 
a u t h o r i n g , composition and p r o d u c t i o n of 
mult imedia content. 
d) Poor s u p p o r t technology in the a rea of 
mul t imed ia da ta and document s torage and 
manipula t ion . 
e) Lack of proper search and pat tern recognition 
c a p a b i l i t y for locating in fo rmat ion from 
mult imedia databases. 
f) Lack of software support technology for group 
decision making and cooperative works, especially 
in app l i ca t ion of mul t imedia technology to 
cooperative decision making and work. 
g) Converting all the multimedia resources into 
digital multimedia and storing is difficult (storage 
technology limitations). 
h) Time being, there is no full-fledged established 
h a r d w a r e / s o f t w a r e m u l t i m e d i a technology 
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solution for design and development of a large 
size realtime multimedia digital library. 
i) Existing distributed networks do not support real 
time multimedia services. 
Skilled Manpower 
(i) lack of trained manpower for the development and 
management of multimedia da tabases 
(ii) Vast amount of work (i.e., 100 to 800 person 
hours) required to create ' an hour interactive 
mult imedia content. 
(iii) Good mul t imedia con ten t c rea t ion requ i res 
multidisciplinary disciplinary knowledge, multi-
technological skills and experience. 
The main bar r ie r to the widespread use of 
mult imedia tedhnology is the absence of standardisation 
among the various platforms and between hardware and 
softeare. For the time being there is no full strength 
app l i ca t ion of the mul t imedia informat ion system, 
however, several universities are working in exploiting the 
full s t rengths of multimedia, such as natural language 
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processing, realtime A-V content retrieval along with text 
and da te , and implementing such a system in a network 
environment . 
The market is dominated by multimedia CD-ROMs, 
m u l t i m e d i a d a t a b a s e s , r e fe rence tools , e tc . The 
effectiveness of these systems will depend on various 
factors such as well developed software programs, 
information content and development of new information 
h a n d l i n g skil ls . The r e q u i r e m e n t s of the effective 
management are the support of the senior manager, the 
p ro fe s s iona l qua l i f i ca t ions , knowledge about IT 
technology, interpersonal skills and learning models and 
frameworks and how to use these new resources and to 
be effective in the informatioin needs of an organisation. 
MULTIMEDIA IN INDIA: -
National Informatics Centre (NIC), New Delhi has 
s tar ted some experimental work in this direction thought 
the concept of MM is yet to be introduced in India. The 
concept of MM is spreading day by day and is being used 
for research and educational purpose in most of the 
developed countries. Advancement in instruction delivery 
technology have a direct impact on biomedical research 
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a c a d e m i c media c e n t r e s . This new IT c h a l l e n g e s 
information scientists, l ibrar ians, documental is ts , etc. 
ph i losoph ica l , f inancial ly and ethical ly to provide 
ethically access information instructional systems. MM is 
the method of using computerisat ion to improve access 
to a range of information carr iers . The linking of var ious 
type of information viz, audio, image, text, visual, etc . can 
help to exploit more fully the content of LIC collections 
eg. CD, CD +ROM, C D ' DVI, CD-TV and CD-ROMXA (34). 
HM will be very useful in research and educational field. 
L i e s where there are specia l HM projects cal led 
thesau rus , which link interactively a wide range of 
materials , yet still allows user to follow their own learning 
path. CDAC (Pune) has also taken some projects; but it 
is not directly related to biomedicine and also a very 
preliminary study. The documentary programmes viz. 
portrai t of A city-Delhi Metropolis' population on growth 
and environment". Castles in the Air' etc. developed by 
Central Institute of Educational Technology, NCERT, New 
Delhi bases on MM are some of the notable developments 
in India. This new IT is yet to be known by most of the 
use rs as well as library professionals in the country. 
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The possibilities of information linking via MM are 
endless. The only real limitations are the programme 
creator 's imagination and the software tools tha t are 
available. The later is important because MM is unlike 
normal computer programming and can not be tested 
us ing normal debugging techniques . Therefore, HM 
programmes are almost always written via au thor ing 
software (can author ing programme is a programme that 
wr i tes o ther p r o g r a m m e s ) . Using an a u t h o r i n g 
programme, the programme can concentrate on relat ional 
links whilist the author ing software takes care of the 
actual instruct ions needed to achieve that link and 
checks to make sure tha t no clashes occur in the flow 
of information or in the commands to the software 
components of the system. 
CONCLUSION :-
The market is now dominated by mul t imedia CD-
ROMS, multimedia da tabases , reference tools etc . Many 
in expensive hypermedia software are also available in 
the market. The cost of both the hardware and software 
are going down considerably. Multimedia is a boon to 
the libraries DESIDOC has designed a Multimedia library 
information KIOSK for i ts user . Similarly o thers can s tar t 
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designing for their libraries. It helps to make optimum 
use to improve the user services and l ibraries. The future 
u s e r s r e q u i r e to acces s a var ie ty of mu l t imed ia 
information sources in a manner that is simple, easy and 
independent of time, place and subject discipline for the 
purpose of learning, decision making and freating new 
knowledge, These dreams will be reali t ies and in this 
coming 21*' century. 
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PART -2 
ANNOTATED 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
MULTIMEDIA, APPLICATIONS. 
1. O'CONNOR (Mony Ann). The integration of multimedia 
applications into Automation Planning Document Image 
Automation. 11, 6; 1991, November; 324-6. 
D i scusses about mul t imedia , the integrat ion of 
multiple sources of information like sound, colour stills 
motion, video, text and data , represents a set of 
challenges to document image of automation. Provides a 
basic explanation of multimedia, the types of application 
current ly underway and the s t a n d a r d s effecting its 
implementation and use. Suggests that a successful 
multimedia development effort will incrementally add 
sound, image and motion video to basic text applications. 
- , - , BIOMEDICAL INFORMATION. 
2. SINGH (Surya Nath) and GARG (B.S). Role of 
m u l t i m e d i a / H y p e r m e d i a (MM/HM) in Biomedical 
Information services in India. Annals of library science and 
documentation. 42, 1; 1995; 1-5. 
It contains the basic concepts of multimedia along 
with its historical developments and components. The 
need, importance, advantages and disadvantages in 
in format ion s torage and re t r i eva l wi th p a r t i c u l a r 
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reference to biomedical informat ion services a re 
discussed. The hardware and software requirements for 
MM work station have been suggested The existing MM 
product companies and the use of MM and its products 
the field of biomedicine viz, cardiology, d i a b e t i s , 
hyperneology etc. are highlighted. Some basic problems 
in its implementation have also been discussed. 
- , - , EDUCATION 
3. SHARMA (Angali). Multimedia Application: Exploring new 
horizons in Educations. Computer Education. 91 ; 1999, 
February; 12-5. 
Multimedia technology has become a common place 
phenomenon in the educational field. This article presen ts 
a scenar io crafted to sugges t the capabi l i t i es of 
multimedia technology for making instructional system 
more effective and in creating pervasive informational 
envi ronment in the developing well as advanced 
societies. It discusses some novel characterist ics and 
numerous and widespread applicat ions of multimedia in 
educational field. It demonstra tes how major multimedia 
components and if identifies mult imedia as a valid source 
in presenting information sources and reference mater ials . 
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-,-,-,TRAINING. 
4. SRIVASTAVA (S.K.) and ARORA (R.K.). Multimedia in 
education and training. Electronics Information and 
Planning. 25, 7; 1998; 337-48. 
The article reviews the s t a tu s of development and use 
of multimedia in educational applications. A number of 
potential applications are also discussed. The information 
presented it is hoped, will be of use to those who are 
p l a n n i n g to develop m u l t i m e d i a a p p l i c a t i o n s for 
education and training. 
- , - , LIBRARIES. 
5. MEADOWS (Jack). Multimedia information, library 
and information staff. DESIDOC Bulletin of Information 
Technology. 18, 6; 1998, November; 51-4. 
It s tar ts discussion on multimedia information which 
is rapidly growing both in importance and in diversity. 
The question is not simply how such information should 
be handled by library and information staff, bu t also 
whether their role might be bypassed by direct end user 
access . This possibility is examined have in the context 
of an indepth study carried out recently in the UK. It 
is concluded that the problems presented by the handling 
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of multimedia information well require a change in role 
of library and information staff, but will not eliminate the 
need for their input. 
6. RAMDHIAN (S). Multimedia 94: What is mult imedia? 
And what has it got to do with me anyway?. Audiovisual 
Librarian. 20,3; 1994, August; 224-6. 
This reports multimedia'94 held in London focusing 
on cur rent general mul t imedia app l i ca t i ons ; and 
applications relevant to the rapidly changing role of the 
library of information services in the light of electronic 
and virtual library services which include information 
points , staff t ra in ing , video conferencing compute r 
graphic enhanced text books; electronic publ ishing and, 
user education. 
7. RAMAIAH (C.K.). Multimedia Application in l ibraries 
DESIDOC Bulletin of information technology. 18, 6; 1998; 
3-4. 
Explain the mul t imedia as the most explosive 
technology in the area of IT. Mention about Desidoc 
library which has started using multimedia for providing 
information services to users . Author is trying to enclose 
the name of papers which are on the topic of multimedia 
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application such as Theoretical aspects of multimedia, 
multimedia systems and their applications in l ibraries etc. 
8. RAMAIAH (CK). Multimedia Systems in l ibraries and 
their appl ica t ions . DESIDOC Bulletin of information 
technology. 18, 6; 1998; November; 25-40. 
Mult imedia is a combination of text ; graphics 
animation, audio and video converted from different 
formats into a uniformat digital media and hypertext is 
non sequential writing or reading. Multimedia prepared 
in hypertext environment is called hypermedia. This 
paper d e s c r i b e s appl ica t ions and l i m i t a t i o n s of 
multimedia in general. The need for mult imedia in 
libraries and its use for various applications in US and 
Europe etc. are also discussed. 
9. SCHEID (Borbara L.) Electronic l ibraries: The pros 
and cons of multimedia access. Information Technology 
and Libraries. 11, 1; 1992, March; 59 -61 . 
This paper discusses the administration of copyright 
for electronic information is a major concern. National 
and global networks make this type of information 
available to highly education inst i tut ions, l ibraries and 
business a round the world. Until eighty percent of the 
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user base has electronic access to the information, the 
user library will have to continue to keep a hard copy 
of info. 
- , - , - , CD-ROM. 
10. BEVAN (Nick). Transient technology? The future of 
CD-ROMs libraries. Program. 28, 1;- 1994, January; 1-14. 
This paper provides a s tar t ing point for-general 
discussion on the future role of CD-ROMs in libraries. 
An examination of the CD-ROM market and the range 
of application available highlights the popularity of 
medium. Alternative sources of electronic information, 
including online, tape learning, BIPS and storage on hard, 
disc are explored. Although these alternatives are superior 
to CD-ROM in some respects the latter has a promising 
future particularly for and small full text applications, 
mult imedia and small specialised databases . 
- , - , - , - , INFORMATION CENTRES 
11. KHAN (Salil Chandra). Multimedia in libraries and 
Informat ion Cen t r e s . RBU. Journal of library and 
information science 2; 1998; 25-6. 
Discusses the concept of multimedia and its origin 
along with elements of multimedia. Tries to apply these 
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multimedia in library and information centres. Library 
and information centres are experiencing an information 
revolution that is, a rapid and through transformation of 
the ways in which information is generated, t ransmit ted, 
controlled and employed. Innovations in information 
technology are making library professional to adopt new 
medias for their services. These are also discussed in 
detail . 
- , - , - , INTERNET. 
12, RAMAIAH (CK). Multimedia. Information Resources 
available on internet in l ibraries. DESIDOC Bulletin of 
Information Technology. 18, 6; 1998, November; 41-6 . 
It tries to compile a list of various web sites providing 
information on the use of multimedia systems for library 
applications. It is a exhaustive search on internet . This 
list is organised in four schemes which contains selected 
library related multimedia resources available on the 
internet . These include full text of the papers presented 
in conferences, reports media resources digital and virtual 
l ibrar ies available on in terne t important mult imedia 
application; multimedia collections of different l ibraries 
internet based multimedia library services etc. 
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- , - , - , REFERENCE SERVICES, CD-ROM. 
13. TUMLIN (M.D.). Time management considera t ions for 
balancing optical disc point of use instruct ion with other 
reference services. Micrographic Information Management. 
10, 3; 1993, September; 215-23. 
This paper d iscusses the introduction of optical discs 
particularly CD-ROMs into library reference depar tments 
have been made to libraries. While there are several 
types of instruction being offered by l ibraries. Librarians 
are considering strategies for managing the provision of 
point of use instruct ion so that all pa t rons , including 
optical disc users , receive maximum service. 
- , - MEDICINE. 
14. PIERUCES (Laura) and DELRE (Eur iceo) . An 
interactive multimedia satellite telemedicine service. IEEE 
Multimedia. 1,1; 2000, April; 10-5. 
This article presents a telemedicine application that 
provides remote medicine care services while taking 
advantage of broad cast and multicast capabil i t ies and 
the wide band capacity of satellite sys tems. They 
developed the application in open environment using a 
client server archi tecture based on TCP/IP it evaluated 
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the pe r fo rmance of the app l i c a t i on on sa te l l i te 
connection. 
- , - , MUSEUMS. 
15. MAIER (Edith). Will online images prove to be a 
multimedia cornucopia for museums? . IEEE Multimedia. 
1,2; 2000; 5-11 . 
This article focused with increasingly tight budgets 
many museums have come under pressure to explore new 
sources of income. The marketing of museum assets 
seems to offer one possibility especially since there is an 
apparent ly insa t iab le demand for con ten t from the 
multimedia and detainment indust r ies . Apart from the 
economic potent ia l of digital m u s e u m con ten t , the 
concomitant legal and security i s sues are investigated. 
16. VALLS (Covina Huguet). Multimedia in Museums an 
overview of i ts developments. Program. 28 , 3 ; 1994, July; 
263-74. 
The fundamental role that the new optical multimedia 
information technologies play in the museum context is 
analysed as a solution to problems in the management 
of museographic documentation. The new optical means 
of information storage are analysed and the problems 
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hindering the hypermedia interactive development in 
these ins t i tu t ions are exposed. Finally the state of some 
existing application is described at three levels (a) 
projects of collaboration for the growth and spread of 
information on projects for the development of multimedia 
da tabases , (b) Institutional projects for research into 
computerised system managers of image documentat ion 
(c) Individual projects from different centres belonging to 
different countries. 
- , - , - , DOCUMENTATION. 
17. MOLINE (Judi). Designing multimedia systems for 
m u s e u m objects and the i r d o c u m e n t a t i o n . Micro 
Computers for Information Management. 8, 2; 1991, J u n e ; 
69-86 . 
This paper il lustrates how hypertext and multimedia 
can be applied in museums to facilitate humani t ies 
research. It presents a modal of a museum professional 
informational needs and shows how these needs could be 
met solution is based on the Open System Environment 
(OSE) and the necessary data interchange s tandards . 
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- , - , PRIMARY SCHOOL, STUDY. 
18. LARGE (Andrew) and others . Information seeking in 
a multimedia environment by primary school s tuden t s . 
Library and Information Science Research. 20, 4; 1998, 
December; 343-76. 
Presents results of a study into how primary school 
s tuden ts use multimedia system to meet their information 
needs . Analyzes the behaviour of 53 sixth grade s tuden t s 
who were free to search three multimedia CD ROMs 
during designated class periods, and captures sample 
sessions at the work s ta t ions alongwith recording of the 
searches voices. Finds tha t s tuden t s are able to cope 
effectively with the physical manipulation of the three 
different CD-ROM interfaces; nothing that they find 
certain features easier than others . 
- , - , TECHNIQUES, IMAGE, DATA COMPRESSION 
19. MITRA (P). Improved image data compression for 
multimedia application. International Journal of Information 
and Computing Science. 2, 1; 1999, June; 48-57. 
Describes image data compression techniques used in 
m u l t i m e d i a p rob lems . In mos t of the m u l t i m e d i a 
applications audio, video, text and graphics da ta are 
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stored simultaneously. This necessitates the storing of 
these data in a compressed form. Discusses about the 
compression techniques used for. digital images. And 
highlights the possibility of improving these techniques 
to obtain better compression without sacrificing the image 
quality. Analyzes the s taps of the JPEG algorithm which 
incure data loss . Quantizat ion is one s tep of the 
algorithm. Also point out how to improve this step of 
the algorithm to obtain better image quality without 
affecting the compression ratio. 
-,CD-ROM, APPLICATION, LIBRARIES. 
20. GOPINATH (M.A.). CD-ROM Technology and i ts impact 
on library and information services. Library Science with 
a Slant to Documentation and Information Studies. 3 1 , 4; 
1994, December; 177-85. 
CD-ROM as a medium of information storage and 
retrieval is discussed. Its architecture is described, and 
its advantages particularly in publishing and library and 
information systems are delineated. 
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2 1 . RIEGER (Oya. Y.). Introducing Numeric CD-ROMs in 
your library: Challenges and issues. Micro Computers for 
Information Management. 10, 2; 1993, J u n e ; 93-118. 
The focus of this article is on four i s sues . Hardware 
access software, staff skill requirements and organising 
services. A discussion of hardware and access software 
considerations is followed by a review of staff skill 
required to provide services. Determining the service level 
is an important part of organising services. The three tier 
service model presented in this paper maps , basic, 
intermediate and advanced levels of service. This model 
provides a guide for selecting an appropriate da ta files 
service level for the library. 
22. RIGER (O.Y.). Introducing numeric CD-ROMs in your 
library: Challenges and issues. Micrographic information 
management. 10, 2; 1993, January; 93-118. 
It describes that information professionals now find 
themselves su r rounded with new i s sue s re la ted to 
providing numeric files services. The focus on four issues: 
Hardware, access software, staff skill requirements and 
organizing services. 
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- , - , - , - , ACADEMIC. 
23 . FOLMSBEE (Mark Alan) and o the r s . Developing 
inexpensive multiusers access to CD-ROM : Laser cat at 
Gonzaga Universi ty Law School l ib rary . CD-ROM 
professional. 3,3; 1990, May; 34-8. 
As described on March 1989 Gonzaga University 
School of law library a n n o u n c e d the successful 
completion of a two year project aimed at developing an 
inexpensive multiuser two work station CD-ROM computer 
system with lasercat . Lasercat is a comprehensive 
b ib l iographic ca ta logue . Alongwith d i s c u s s e s all 
backgroup of the program and its progress with historical 
background. 
24. BATTERBEE (Colette) and NICHOLAS (Dave). CD-
ROMs in public libraries: A survey. Aslib Proceedings. 47, 
3; 1995, March; 63-72. 
This article summarizes the main finding of a survey 
of open access CD-ROM in British public libraries. The 
survey examined how well public library authori t ies were 
implementing CD-ROM technology for public use and how 
well the general public fairing with CD-ROMs. The 
principal findings of the survey are as follows in 1992 
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only 5% PLAs provided CD-ROMs to public use . But by 
1994 this figure had risen to 12%. London and English 
country PLAs had the highest proportion of CD-ROMs for 
public use etc. shorty there was a high level of user 
satisfaction with CD-ROM using. 
-,--,-, COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE. 
25 . BELL (S). Spreading CD-ROM technology beyond the 
l ib ra ry : Applicat ions for remote , c o m m u n i c a t i o n s 
software. Special Libraries. 8 1 , 3; 1990; 189-95. 
It presents the use of remote communication software 
(RCS) as an inexpensive way to deliver information 
technologies to the users at remote- locations. The access 
to new information technologies, particularly CD-ROM 
databases is difficult for the users at remote s i tes . 
Highlights the potential advantages and disadvantages of 
the use of RCs in library environment. 
- , - , - , - , NEWS PAPER. 
26. ARUNDALE (Justin). Putting the independent on CD-
ROM. Library Association Record.93,1 \ 1991,January;51-2. 
This article gives the advantages of using CD-ROM 
technology for news paper text archives and describe the 
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operation. The problem was to bring together a production 
team that would have the necessary skills to manage such 
an ambitious project. It was clear that we would have to 
find a publishing partner . 
---,-, USER INSTRUCTION. 
27. REESE (Jean). CD-ROM End user instruct ion: Issues 
and cha l l enges . Micro Computers for Information 
Management. 10, 2; 1993, June ; 131-54. 
This article discusses various formats in use today 
in libraries for meeting the challenge of CD-ROM end user 
instruction. Today libraries include CD-ROM products 
routinely as part of their information resources. With the 
addition of technology into the library setting, the issue 
of end user instruction becomes something most l ibraries 
will have to face. Libraries find themselves facing the 
challenge of helping their patrons learn how to effectively 
search many different CD-ROM products. 
- , - , COMPARISON, TAPE. 
28. PIETY (John). The Anatomy of a decision: Tape Vs: 
CD-ROM, Which product and why?. Online. 1, 2; 1992, 
September; 62-5. 
In this article author has taken a down to earth, 
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practical look at the consideration tha t must go into 
purchasing decisions. In the end such decisions may not 
be based on the 'best' product, but on the one that 
works best for you. It is decision process goes straight 
to that bottom line. And compared the CD-ROM with tape. 
- , - , NETWORK. 
29. ACHLEITNER (Herbert K) and WYATT (Rogor B). CD-
ROM and the diffusion of information in a networked 
world., FID News Bulletin. 47, 4; 1997, April; 123-25. 
The cont inuous revolution in information technologies 
has led to a empowerment of the end user . Information 
professionals have been provided with the opportunity to 
develop complex multimedia information products . And 
discusses the wide range of opportunities in information 
technology and the diffusion of information in the 
networked world., these are discussed. 
30. CRAFT (Edward)and HAYDOCK (Ian). Living with a 
CD-ROM network. Managing Information. 3 , 12; 1996, 
December; 39-40. 
This paper contain the d iscuss ion on CD-ROM 
network saying it is not just for Chris tmas like a puppy 
the chore of looking after it doesn't end as soon as it 
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is up and running. ACD Rom network h a s all the problems 
associated with way PC. Networks and these have to be 
death with swiftly and on a daily bas is . Giving access to 
applicat ions whose media and software were never 
originally intended for mul t iusers use brings its own 
maintenance and expansion puzzles. 
3 1 . COX (John) and HANSON (Terry). CD-ROM: Still 
t rans ient after all these years? . Library Association 
Record. 96 , 4; 1994, April; 210-11 . 
This article suggests that CD-ROM could be in danger 
of being overtaken by the inherent superiority of other 
da tabases distribution media. It examines the evidence 
of adoptability and improvement which will help CD-ROM 
networking to hold its own for some time yet. Thus the 
magnetic disc, magnetic tape and floppy options are like 
CD-ROM, in the physical distr ibution camp while access 
via wide area networks, whether commercial or academic 
is in the on line camp. 
32. HAYDOCK (Ian) and CRAFT (Edward). Whether the 
CD-ROM Network?. Managing Information. 4, 10; 1997, 
.December; 35-7. 
This article discusses the CD-ROM network which was 
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seen by many information professionals as the way of 
the future. It offered information to the user 's desktop 
and allowed s imul taneous use of databases. Even more 
it offered the computerised information made available to 
the end user without the information professional as 
indicator. Now information technology is taken as a 
matter of course and the CD-ROM network is having to 
develop to keep up with user expectations and the 
accelera t ing pace of technology. The ne twork 
administrator is being faced with challenges in a number 
of areas including tha t of a changing user base. 
- , - , - , APPLICATION. 
33 . MILL (J). Fast forward. Computer Weekly. 24; 1994, 
November; 46-7. 
Faster networks is more powerful. PCs with CD-ROM 
and better compression techniques are helping to make 
the MM dream become reality. Some casting applications 
mainly on the sales and marketing field are examined. 
- , - , - BRITISH LIBRARY. 
34. HAOLOW (Tim). British libraries CD-ROM Networking. 
Managing Information.6, 9; 1999, November; 85-7. 
The British library recently completed a high profile 
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move to its new e520m head quarters in London's St 
pancras . The new building gave the British library the 
opportunity to install a central database of CD/DVD-ROM 
titles that were previously held at three si tes access 
London. 
- , - , - TELECOMMUNICATION, LIBRARIES. 
35. SHRAIBERG (Yakov) and GOUCHAROV (Mikhail). 
Te lecommunica t ions , ne twork ing and CD-ROMs in 
Russian libraries. FID News Bulletin. 45, 11 ; 1995; 
November; 333-35. 
The ar t ic le s t a r t s with brief h i s to ry of t he 
development of ne twork and t e l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n 
technologies in Russ i a . Automat ion and 
telecommunication access systems used terminals multi-
u s e r sys tems based on EC compute r s a n d d a t a 
teleprocessors such as IBM 37. All data t ransmiss ion 
networks that existed in the USSR were under s tate 
monopoly. In such away it concludes other features of 
telecommunication networking and CD-ROM in Russian 
libraries. 
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- , - , - , WEB ACCESS. 
36. WEIMA. The near future trend: combining web access 
and local CD ne tworks : Experience and a few 
suggestions. The Electronic Library. 15,1; 1998, February; 
49-54. 
This paper discusses the complementary na ture of two 
media, web access and CD- networks, with emphasis on 
three points (a) combining web access and CD networks 
their importance and feasibility (b) the benefits and 
necessi ty of cons ide r ing the communi ty ne twork 
environment as a whole rather than focusing on the 
particular library (c) the need for flexibility in considering 
new technologies. The paper describes the experience at 
the accidental college library to indicate the possibility 
of bulling such a networks. 
- , - , ONLINE. 
37. JACSO (Peter). Tomorrow's Online in toray's CD-ROM: 
interfaces and images. Online. 2,3; 1994, March; 41-5. 
It describes that CD-ROM technology has often been 
consider the younger sibling of online. CD-ROM users 
often have that feeding in the company of online users 
and CD searching is practiced more than online. It lists 
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some benefits like online offer wider choice, current as 
well as we can have the full text for many databases. It 
contain some opinions of users about CD-ROM and online 
use . 
-,-,ON-LINE SEARCH. 
38. COX (John) and HANSON (Terry). CD-ROM: Still 
t ransient after all these years?. Library association record. 
96, 5; 1994, May; 271-73. 
This article discusses why CD-ROM became so 
popular is that it offered an escape from the oppressive 
tecking clock that had always accompanied the traditional 
online search. CD-ROM was available on a subscription 
basis and libraries were able for the first time, to offer 
powerful information retrieval, tools to all their users 
without restriction. The most important market for CD-
ROM now and for the future is as a delivery mechanism 
for multimedia consumer products . 
39. KESSELMAN (M). CD-ROM/Online updata: CD-ROM 
trends. Wilson Library Bulletin. 65,5; 1991,January;84-5. 
It describes the recent t rends of CD-ROM and online 
searching in the new information technology. Discusses 
that online costs increase with use costs of optical 
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products decrease with use CD-ROM is earning online 
vendors to rethink some of their pricing policies. 
- , - , PRODUCTS, EVALUATION. 
40. SPEIGHT (Simon). Evaluating CD-ROM Produc t s . 
Managing Information. 3,12; 1996, December; 36-9 . 
This article tr ies to evaluate CD-ROM produc t s 
applying different cri terias CD-ROM titles are numerous 
and as varied as their print counterparts CD-ROM often 
require a greater financial commitment than the purchase 
of hard copy. Therefore, if limited budgets are to be spend 
on products which meet the needs of users it is essent ia l 
to evaluate CD-ROMs carefully. 
- , - , PUBLISHING. 
4 1 . FOX (Edward A.). Optical discs and CD-ROM: 
Publishing and access. Annual review of information 
science and technology. 23 ,1 ; 1988; 85-90. 
Discusses the laser disk technology which a s 
providing the media and methods for a far reaching 
revolution in information storage. Optical disc technology 
is rapidly maturing; and the burden of using it falls on 
those with the inginuity and motivation who will develop 
and employ tools for information publishing and access . 
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Presently the most popular approach is to press roughly 
half a billion characters worth of data on to hundreds 
or thousands of CD-ROM, the 12-CM plastic disks that 
have become popular in recent years for distr ibuting high 
quality audio recordings. These are discussed in detail.. 
42. JACOBS (I). CD-ROM Publishing: A Publisher 's 
perspective. Computer History Art. 3,2; 1993; 39-58. 
Provides that paper delivered at the December 1991 
CH Art conference although it has been updated in the 
light of developments since then. An analys is and 
evaluation is made of the CD-ROM market in publishing 
with particular focus on large works of reference. 
- , - , SELECTION. 
43 . BELL (S.J.). Providing remote access to CD-ROMs: 
Some practical advice. CD-ROM Professional. 6, 1; 1993, 
January; 43-6. 
The CD-ROM l i te ra ture reveals some creative 
approaches in providing remote access to CD-ROM work 
stations and there are multiple solutions to the remote 
access dilemma. This article addresses the seven main 
factors that influence the selection of the appropriate 
remote access method and discusses how they impact the 
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selection process. The author emphasizes the practical 
application of remote communications software and the 
implications for library service in a library setting. 
- , - , - , DIRECTORIES. 
44. NICHOLLS (Paul Traris). A Buyer's guide to CD-ROM 
selection: CD-ROM product directories and review tools. 
CD-ROM Professional. 3,3; 1990 May; 13-21. 
This article lists printed directories to CD-ROM which 
are available for several years. Now some have become 
available online or in the CD-ROM format and the names 
of Laser disk directories are listed like CD-ROM 
Databases , Access Faxon etc. Four, basic directories can 
be dis t inguished There are annual directories exclusively 
devoted to CD-ROM from commercial publishers, some 
other annua l listings, online database listing and in the 
form of dis t r ibutors catalogue. 
- , - , - , LIBRARIES. 
45. DUSZAK (Zbigwew) and KOCZKODAJ (Waldemar. W.). 
A consistency-Driven Approach to CD-ROM Selection. 
Library Software Review. 13, 4; 1994; 260-68. 
This article discusses the growing importance of CD-
ROM information which is becoming clear to professionals 
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in the field of library science. It is not feasible for most 
university libraries to acquire all CD-ROM publications 
therefor selection process mus t take place in such away 
it d iscuss the need for bet ter CD-ROM selection. 
- , - SERVICES, LIBRARIES, NATIONAL, SINGAPUR. 
46. BOUDVILLE (Venonica). Singapore national library 
in t roduces CD-ROM technology and services. Herald of 
library science. 33, 3-4; 1994, July/October, 193-5. 
This paper gives an account of the computerization, 
online system and electronic devices introduced in 
n a t i o n a l l ibrary of S ingapu re . Also descr ibes the 
application of CD-ROM technology, transfer of cataloguing 
records of Singapore publication as listed in the Singapore 
National Bibliography. It s t a t e s the other CD-ROM 
projects, N-line (National Library • Line), home delivery 
system and the community children libraries connected 
with national library. 
- , - , STANDARDISATION. 
47. MORROW (B.V.). In Search of a standard for CD-ROM 
retrieval. CD-ROM Librarian. 5, 3; 1990, March; 12-6. 
It gives the concept of standardization and opines the 
computer as the instrument of standardization. Discusses 
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that standardization is necessary for process, practices 
and material used in the system to reduce costs, minimize 
efforts, save time and conserve materials. 
- , - , TECHNOLOGY. 
48. DUCHESNE (Roddy) and GlESBRECHT (Walter, W.) 
CD-ROM: An introduction. Canadian library journal. 45, 
4; 1988, August; 214-16. 
CD-ROM is a technology of increasing importance to 
l ibrarians. The article discusses various aspects of CD-
ROM. It is written for the non-specialist, with an 
emphasise on aspects that librarians need to know. The 
topics covers the technology behind CD-ROM; CD-ROM 
ins t a l l a t i ons and the i r cost , advan tages and 
disadvantages of CD-ROM for libraries; CD-ROM products 
of interest to l ibrarians and issues to consider when 
acquiring CD-ROMs for libraries. A section describing 
other optical storage media is included. The article ends 
with a list of sources for further information. 
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- , - , - , BIBLIOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTION. 
49. BLUMENTHAL (Caroline) and others. The impact of 
CD-ROM Technology on a Bibliographic instruction 
program. College and Research Libraries. 54, 1;1993; I l -
l s . 
CD-ROM technology continues to grow in popularity 
among l ibraries. This article examines the effects of such 
technology on the bibliographic instruct ion program at 
Geogrgia State University Pullen Library,The preliminary 
steps to incorporating CD-ROM technology are discussed 
followed by an explanation of the changes in the way 
bibliographic instruction is conducted. The au thors also 
plan for the future with a look at forth coming 
developments and their impact on the bibliographic 
instruction programme. 
- , - , - , GROWTH, INDIA. 
50. RAO (S. Subba). CD-ROM Technology: world Scenario 
and Indian Experience. Information today and tomorrow. 
15, 2; 1996; 3-7. 
Describes CD-ROM as one of the several optical 
systems including CD-interactive, . CD- video, Optical 
cards, write ones and read many t imes (WORM) and 
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erasable discs, and discusses the growth of CD-ROM 
technology, and other features of CD-ROM such as its 
ability to play a wide repertoire of material jiz books, 
per iodicals , directories, educat ion mater ia ls games , 
movies, music communication modes data types include 
animation, graphics, software, sound, text, video etc. 
- , - , - , LEARNING. 
5 1 . HALSAY (R.S.). Learning about CD-ROM technology: 
An education's perspective on sources issues, criteria, 
break through and research. Information Technology and 
Libraries. 38, 4; 1989; 15-8. 
It introduces the ways to develop procedures for 
acquiring information directly from CD-experts are given. 
Character is t ics of reference works that make them 
amenable to CD-ROM conversion are described, Besides 
environment factors such as budget and available 
supporting technology, other critical factors including 
intr insic value and usefulness, size of text, ideational 
dens i t y , range of s u b j e c t s and obsolescence are 
highlighted. 
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- , - , - , LOGOS SYSTEM. 
52. ARPS (Mark). Using CD-ROM technology to solve 
information needs at 3M.Documen Image Automation. 12, 
1; 1992; 11-2. 
This article examines low 3M used its own CD-ROM 
technology to solve internal and external information 
needs. It shows how 3M's logistics department developed 
the LOGOS systems, which allows 3M personnel to handle 
more efficiently shipping restr ict ions export l icenses, 
l imitations on transportat ion of hazardous chemicals etc. 
It also examines other internal 3M projects that utilize 
CD-TiOM discs and discusses the overall future potential 
of the technology. 
- , - , TEXTUAL INFORMATION. 
53 . REID (H.T.). Continued power with full text CD-ROM. 
Electrical Libraries. 12, 5; 1994, October; 308-311. 
This article describes fall text CD-ROM is a powerful 
tool and publishers are finding ways to build more into 
their product. World library has upgraded library of the 
future with a third edition. Library of the future is a CD-
ROM tool to access classic l i terature, some religious 
works and some important documents infull text. World 
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library has added windows operation and new graphic 
effects to the product. 
- , COMMUNICATING INFORMATION. 
54. BLAIVCHFLOWER (Alexis). Multimedia A business 
information tool. Managing information. 5, 6; 1998, 
August; 34-6. 
This article investigates whether a new and innovative 
emergence, multimedia has of part to play in managing 
and communicat ing information and whether it justifies 
serious consideration by management as a tool for 
disseminating information. It states the multimedia is 
pa r t i cu l a r l y good at communicat ing information 
accurately in an easily understood manner and with 
mult imedia it is possible to provide suppl iers with 
deta i led informaion regarding the n e e d s of the 
organisation. 
- , COMMUNICATION, HOME INFORMATION, 
JAPANEISE GOVT. 
55. MIKI (Sukeichi). Multimedia Home Appliance and its 
trend. JIPDEC Informatization Quarterly. 101; 1995; 48-52. 
This paper gives a forecast for home information and 
c o m m u n i c a t i o n services on emerging mul t imedia 
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inf ras t ructure . Information oriented home appliance 
required by the services also discussed. As a result of 
the Japanese governments national Broad band ISDN 
(BISDN) plans as well as the information superhighway, 
a wide variety of experiments on multimedia system has 
been started. This is one of the certain experiments. 
- , COMPACT DISC, ENCYCLOPAEDIA. 
56. RICKARD (Stephen). Information retrieval strategies 
in McGraw-Hill multimedia encyclopaedia of mammalian 
Biology. Programe. 27, 4; 1993, October; 353-70. 
It dea l s on the mul t imedia encyc lopaed ia of 
mammalian Biology CD-ROM was published by Mc-Graw 
Hill on Sept. 1992. Sound; text, images and movie clips 
and numerical information can be accessed on the disc. 
In this article the concept of resource priority, allowing 
priority to be given to any one of the media types is 
descr ibed . The pr inciple me thods of us ing the 
encyclopedia are described. The text search features 
available on the disc are also described. 
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-.COMPONENTS, CD-ROM. 
57. BALAKRISHAN (M.R.). Magnetic and optical storage of 
information. Nissat News. 10, 1; 1991, January; 7-9. 
It shows the apparent advantages of optical storage 
media over magnetic media have made the computer based 
storage system even more attractive and popular in recent 
years . Discusses on some fundamental aspects of optical 
recording production of CD-ROM and the equipment 
required to read. 
58. MEERA. Optical storage media: CD-ROM. Annals of 
Libary Science and Documentation. 45, 3; 1998; 77-83 . 
Deals with optical storage media that includes read 
only optical disc, write once read many optical discs and 
erasable optical discs. Defines the concept of optical 
storage and describes the physical character of optical 
disc and its characteris t ics in terms of durability, high 
storage and portability. Read only optical discs are 
discussed in detail. Highlights the CD-ROM discs their 
physical character and manufacturing process. 
59. ROBERTS (Stephen). Towards a pocket library. IFLA 
Journal. 18, 3; 1992, August; 258-66. 
It provides a detailed introduction to the ways in 
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which computerization can help to access and exploit 
materials 60th effectively and speedily. Linking multiple 
types of information (text, images , audio) via a single 
control lable c h a n n e l is called " m u l t i m e d i a " or 
"hypermedia". Clear explanations of CD-ROM , CD-I , DVI, 
CDTV and CD-ROM/XA are given, also their capabili t ies. 
- , - , - , APPLICATION. 
60. CHAKRAVARTI (AK) and others. Technolo©' Watch - CD 
ROM. Annals of library science and documentation. 42, 1; 1995, 
March; 27-34. 
Describes CD-ROM state of the art technology and 
indus t ry ; new technology and app l ica t ions , t r ends 
analysis; new investments planned companies, level of 
investments are discussed. The author tried to focus on 
new products markets ; new alliances with inter and intra 
companies and countr ies and market technology forecast 
are discussed. 
- , - , - , - , LIBRARIES. 
6 1 . RAMAIAH (CK). Adoption of CD-ROM in libraries. 
DESIDOC Bulletin of Information Technology. 9, 4; 1989, 
July; 3-11. 
This article describes briefly about CD-ROM, its 
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character is t ic , advantages, limitations and mechanism 
for r ecord ing and reading informat ion . The basic 
configuration of a CD-ROM system and some guidehnes 
for its installation are given Application of CD-ROM in 
libraries and information services; compact disc format 
are enumerated. 
62. REDDY (E. Rama) and RAO (K Nagaraja). CD-ROM 
technology: A library perspective. University News. 18, 
25; 1990; 8-10. 
This article examines the CD-ROM technology, how it 
works and how users can use it; The CD-ROM discs are 
compact and indeed a break through in the storage 
capacities of computer readable storage devices. The 
information is written into the disc with a laser, which 
burns pits and flat areas into the surface. CD-ROM allows 
searching of large databases of text, bibliography or 
statistical information quickly and economically. 
63 . TEDD (Luch A). Changing face of CD-ROM. Journal 
of Documentation. 51 , 2; 1995, J anua ry ; 85-98. 
It describes an overview of the developments in CD-
ROMs. Aspects covered include changes i coverage the 
use of CD-ROMs in libraries and information units, 
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changes in search interface and growth in end users 
searching, changes in CD-ROM publishers, hardware and 
networking developments. 
64. URBANSKI (Verna). Resources and technical services 
news: CD-ROM takes centre stage. Library resources and 
Technical Services. 32, 1; 1988, January ; 12-16. 
CD-ROM is a rapidly expanding field for libraries. As 
p r o d u c t s s t a n d a r d i z e and m u l t i - s i m u l t a n e o u s use 
becomes a reality application of CD-ROM to a variety of 
l ibrary t a s k s becomes increasingly p rac t i ca l and 
affordable . The p roduc t s d i scussed were selected 
specifically for their relevance to resource and technical 
services work. 
- , - , - , - , LIBRARIES, ACADEMIC. 
65. FARIES (Cindy). Users reactions to CD-ROM : The 
penn s ta te experience. Special libraries. 53 , 2; 1992, 
March; 139-149. 
It surveys users of CD-ROMs for two week periods 
in the fall of 1989 and the spring of 1990. The results 
provided valuable information about who using the 
systems, which system is most popular, how patrons 
perceived help available to them, what type of instruction 
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they would desire and what suggestions. Patrons had to 
offer to improve services to this technology. As academic 
libraries increasingly adopt new technologies, use r s 
surveys such as this will provide important information. 
66. LAMBERT (Jill). Managing GD-ROM Services in 
academic libraries. Journal of library and information 
science. 26. 1; 1994, March; 23-8. 
It presents a state of art review of the application 
of CD-ROMs in academic libraries, embracing all aspects 
at l ibrary env i ronment and staffing i m p l i c a t i o n s . 
Concludes that CD-ROM is having a huge impact on 
the way academic libraries function and the services they 
offer to their users . There are major implications for the 
existing library stock, especially where informations 
published on CD-ROM. is available in printed form. 
-,-,-,CATALOGUE, HISTORY. 
67. HEANEY (Michael). Publication of the Bodleian 
Library's pre-1920 Catalogue of printed books on compact 
disc. Program. 28, 2; 1994, April; 141-53. 
Discusses the history of the Bodleian Library pre-
1920 catalogue of printed books, with part icular emphasis 
on the developments, commencing with computerization 
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from 1967. The further development and enhancement 
of the catalogue in preparation for its publication as a 
CD-ROM is described, together with an outline of its 
windows interface and the searching options. 
- , - , - , COMPARISON, MICROFORM. 
68. LAW (D.G). Impact of CD-ROM on the end user. 
International Cataloguig Bibliographic Control. 20, 1; 1991, 
January; 7-9. 
This paper d iscusses that CD-ROM has part of the 
bibliograpic es tabl ishment . However there are already 
descending voices which have began to s t ress the 
limitations of CD-ROM and to suggests that its s t a tu s and 
importance will come to be seen as comparable to 
microform. Look at the advantages and disadvantages 
from the perspective of the user in an attempt to assess 
the value of the technology. 
- , - , - , CREATION. 
69. DANTRY (Sheila) and SPRING (Peter)- How can you 
create your own CD-ROMs? Library Association Record. 97, 
2; 1995, February; 21-2. 
Provides while it can be fascinating and frustrating 
to produce a CD-ROM the real reward comes not jus t 
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in earning revenues but in being able to help the 
information seeker readily access authori tat ive and 
validated information using quality software. 
- , - , - , DEVELOPMENT, SAUDI-ARABIA. 
70. KANAMUGIRE (A.B). Developing a CD-ROM service in 
Saudi Arabia.: Some lessons for developing countries. 
Journal of Information Science. 20, 2; 1994; 99-107. 
It discusses the first hand experience of the king 
Fahd University of Petroleum and Mineral (KFUPM) library 
in Saudi Arabia in settings and developing a public access 
CD-ROM service; Firstly gives brief background 
information on the university and the library. Followed 
by a discussion of the rational for embracing CD-ROM. 
Finally, drawing on the KFUPM library experiences, the 
services in developing countries. 
- , - , - , DRIVES. 
7 1 . MITCHELL (Shawn). Multi-Drive: A unique CD-ROM 
drive unit . CD-ROM Librarian. 5, 10; 1990; 6. 
Discusses that multi drive combines up to four CD-
ROM drives in each stacked which locks for complete 
security. Each multi drive unit contains upto four Hitchi 
3600 CD-ROM drives. The chass is has an attractive, 
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smoked plexiglass face plate which librarians can use 
as a lock to present unauthorized access. 
- , - , - , DRIVE, SECURITY. 
72. HENSINGER (Jim). Security device for CD-ROM. CD-
ROM Librarian. 5, 10; 1990; 10-11. 
This paper introduces that the Bibliographical Centre 
for Research(BCR) is offering a solution to security 
problems for CD-ROM discs and drives. LASER SAFE is 
a small locking device that controls the removal of CD-
ROM discs from front loading drives. Staff members with 
the key can easily access the lock that is on the front 
of the drive. 
- , - , - , - , STANDARDISATION. 
73 . FRANCIS (Bob). CD-ROMs Drive towards new 
s tandards . Datamation. 39, 4; 1993, February; 57-60. 
This paper discusses multimedia, image capture full 
motion video and network da ta storage are fantalizing new 
technologies for IS managers looking to the future. 
However there is plenty of concern over what s t andards 
will eventually dominate. That particularly true of todya's 
CD-ROM drives, since the s tandards a particular product 
suppor ts may limit what can be done with it in the future. 
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- , - , - , DRM-600. 
74. EKBERG (Kent).An Overview of the pioneer CD-ROM 
Minichanger DRM-600. Optimal Information system. 10, 5; 
1990, September; 287-90. 
Gives an over vievi^  about DRM-600 introduced by 
pioneer communications of America, the world's first CD-
ROM mini changer. It holds six CD-ROM discs for total 
of 3.2 GB. The DRM 600 is an offshoot of pioneers audio 
technology and experience in videodisc, WORM and 
rewritable products . The DRM-600 is designed for 
reliability and freedom from dust build-up Although 
designed for single users , pioneer is developing network 
solutions for the DRM-600. 
- , - , - , EDUCATION, HEALTH. 
75 . MERIDETH (Eanice M) and RICHARDS (Pamela E.) CD 
Reproposing to focus the multimedia experience for 
health education. Journal of Educational Multimedia and 
Hypermedia.6, 2; 1997; 221-30. 
The purpose of t h i s paper is to d i s c u s s the 
reproposing of a CD-ROM health program to support a 
hyper studio presentat ion of the eight principles of 
physioological conditioning for college personal health 
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classes within a s t ructured presenta t ion technology 
methodology. Preliminary data from the use of multimedia 
teaching aids indicate that this interactive programm 
positively impacts s tudents learning by giving the user 
control over the learning path, Supports higher order 
th ink ing skil l and provides the o p p o r t u n i t y for 
individualizing information and progress, 
- , - , - , ELECTRONIC BOOK. 
76. ROSENZWEIG (R.). Digitizing the past : A history book 
on CD-ROM Information Service Use. 13,1; 1993; 35-40. 
Describes a pioneering effort to create on electronic 
history book. From the centennial elaboration of 1876 to 
the great war of 1914. Like a commentioned print book, 
this electronic book induces audio and film clips along 
5000 pages of text documents, more than 700 pictures 
and extensive, computer based search features. 
- , - , - , ENCYCLOPEDIA, SCHOOL STUDENTS. 
77, LARGE (A) and others. Comparison of information 
retrieval from print and CD-ROM versions of an encyclopedia 
by elementary school students. Information Processing 
Management. 30, 4; 1994, July/August; 492-513. 
This paper conducts an exp'iei:1ment using ' \48 sixth 
grade s tuden ts to compare retrieval techniques using the 
print and CD-ROM versions of compton's Encyclopedia. 
The searches were no faster on the CD-ROM than the 
print versions, but in both cases time was related directly 
tot he number of terms involved. The s tudents coped will 
with the CD-ROM interface and its several paths. 
- , - , - , FUTURE. 
78. HERTHER (Naney K). CD-ROM information and the 
future: An interview with microsoft's bill gates. Laser Disc 
Professional. 1, 1; 1988, May; 36-43 . 
Observes in 1987, California s tate university at long 
Beach l ibrary developed a th ree phase evaluat ion 
programme aimed at developing a CD-ROM database 
facility within the library In Nov. 87 the library introduced 
6 CD-ROM products: Datext's CD/corporate , DIALOG on 
Disc ' s ERIC; News bank e lec t ron ic index, Wiley's 
kirkothmer encyclopedia of chemical technology Ulrich's 
plus , and books in print plus with book Reviews. The 
CD-ROM Cheelilist developed for the evaluation in 
appended. 
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- , - , - , IMPLEMENTATION. 
79 . KANAMUGIRE (Athanase B.). Planning, implementing 
and managing CD-ROM services in developing countr ies . 
The Electronic Library. 15, 2; 1997, April; 132-42. 
This paper discusses some issues and challenges 
which l ibrary information sys t ems on developing 
countr ies have faced in planning, implementing and 
managing CD-ROM services. It focuses on the measures 
taken to solve these challenges in terms of planning, 
funding, hardware, software, database selection etc. It 
conc ludes tha t the implementa t ion of CD-ROM in 
developing countries will continue growing and that use r s 
will become sophisticated and will keep demanding better 
CD-ROM resource and services. It recommends that it is 
crucial to develop a new version and the a par tnership 
app roach between library information systems and 
relevant departments. 
- , - , - , INDUSTRY, CANADA. 
80. CAMPBELL (Bonie). The CD-ROM Industry in Canada: 
Trends, companies and products. Optical Information 
System. 10, 2; 1990, March; 99-103. 
Discusses on the CD-ROM publishing industry which 
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has been developed steadily in Canada. The au thor had 
the opportunity to speak with representat ives from 
various CD_ROM publishing companies and based on 
these conversations it became clear that the indust ry 
continues in a state of evaluation. This article take a look 
at the trends revealed by these conversations, and provide 
a brief overview of Canadian CD-ROM companies, their 
current products lines and those under development. 
- , - , - , INFORMATION SYSTEMS, UNIVERSITY, 
CALIFORNIA. 
8 1 . MERILL (Deane) and others. University of California 
CD-ROM information system. Communication ACM. 38 , 4; 
1995; April; 51-2. 
This article describes that university of California 
CD-ROM information system replaces the equivalent of 
260000 books of published federal statistics with a CD-
ROM based on-line information system. The size of this 
database is currently 270 CD-ROMs (135GB). 
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- , - , - , LAN, INSTALLATION. 
82. ZHENG (Ting). Installing a CD-ROM LAN using novel 
network and SCSI Express. Library Softeare Review. 13; 
1994, November; 260-68. 
This article provides tips for install ing a CD-ROM LAN 
using SCSI Express. It discusses i ssues on the planning, 
server installation work station configuration, metering 
and dial-in access for the network, A CD-ROM LAN with 
remote access capability is a practical, convenient and 
cost effective alternative. The current marke ts provides 
several options for. Implementing such a CD-ROM LAN. 
- , - , - , - , LIBRARIES. 
83. MORROW (B.V). Do if yourself CD-ROM LANS: a 
review of LAN tastic and CD-connection. CD-ROM 
Libranan. 5, 10; 1990; 12-24. 
It analyses CD-ROMs establishment in libraries is 
confirmed by now, and local area networks have began 
to at tract at tention within library circles. Discusses two 
products that allow the in expensive and successful use 
of CD-ROM resources in a networked environment. 
Although LAN taste from Artesoft and CD connection from 
CBIS were both designed with CD ROM in mind, each 
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uses a conspicuously different approach for solving the 
connect CD_ROM dilema. 
- , - , - , LIBRARIES. 
84. TEDD (Lucy A.). The changing face of CD-ROM. The 
Journal of Documentation. 51 2; 1995, J u n e ; 85-98. 
An overview of the developments in CD-ROMs is 
presented. Aspects covered include changes in coverage, 
the use of CD Roms in libraries and information units, 
changes in search interface and growth in end user 
searching, changes in CD-ROM publishers, hardware and 
networking developments. 
- , - , - , - , CATALOGUE. 
85. HAMBER (A.). 19 the Century Photographicaly 
illustrated publications and the British library general 
catalogue on CD-ROM. Computer History Art. 3, 2; 1993, 
39-58. 
The CD-ROM version of the printed edition of the 
British library catalogue of printed books is examined. 
The utility of CD-ROM version is discussed in relation 
to the au thors research into 19th century books with 
photographically produced illustrations. The structuring 
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of data and construction of an appropriate relational 
database are discussed. 
- , - , - , MANUFACTURING. 
86. FLEMINGH (Ptrick). CD Manufac tur ing . Not as 
straight forward as it seems. Managing Information. 2, 
3; 1995, March; 34-6. 
It discusses CD manufacturing with all the hype that 
has accompanied the much herald emergence of CD 
publishing, utt le if any consideration has been given to 
the manufacturing process. As a consequence many 
managers, once they have committed to the concept of 
CD publishing fall into the trap of believing that all the 
critical decisions have been taken. For them, CD 
manufacturing is a simple mechanical process without 
any attached issues which need their a t tent ion. 
- , - , - , ON-LINE, MEET, NEW DELHI. 
87. MALLICK (S). National meet of CD-ROM on-line users . 
Herald of Library Science. 33 , 1-2; 1994, J a n u a r y ; 65-8. 
Mentions the first national meet of CD-ROM on-line 
users held in July 1992. NISSAT in collaboration with the 
society for information science organized the above group 
meeting of DST, New Delhi during 15-16 July 1993. The 
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objective was to pick up the threat and examine the 
present national scenario experiences and problems in the 
area. 
-,--,-, MICROSOFT, TOM CORDDRY. 
88. HERTHER {Nney K.) Microsoft's Tom corddry on 
Multimedia, The information superhighway and the future 
of on-line. On-line.', 1994, September; 27-29. 
Microsoft has always been a leader in the computer 
industry, and now is firmly taking a leadership position 
with multimedia. This is a interview which was conducted 
at the intermedia conference with tom corddry who is 
creative director for the consumer division, at micro soft 
corporation and responsible for the development of other 
related CD-ROM and mult imedia p roduc t s and the 
development of the microsoft homeline of products. 
- , - , - , RESEARCH. 
89. HIXON (Beverley). CD-ROMs' As an information 
resource Pros and Cons. Managing Information. 3,12; 
1996, December; 34-5. 
This article concentrate on the use of conventional 
da tabases in the form of either indexes to journals or 
full text of primary sources. Thomas valley university has 
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invested in the use of CD-ROM were made available on 
CD-ROM in 1990. This long history of CD-ROM usage 
gives the university a clean view of the advantages and 
disadvantages of CD-ROMs as an information source. That 
is discussed in detail. 
- , - , - , TRAINING. 
90. DAVIS (J.C). Delivering health and safety training on 
interactive CD-ROM: A case study. Interactive multimedia. 
2, 2; 1991, February; 17-22. 
This article traces the development of the hazard 
awareness health and safety library marks the first time 
a multimedia CD-ROM based product has been offered as 
an off-the-shelf solution to providing mandated health and 
safety information to employees. Describes the process of 
developing t h i s p roduc t the l e s s o n s l ea rned and 
implications for future development. 
-,-,COMPACT DISC. 
9 1 . VALK (Anton). Compact disc interactive. Electronic 
Optical Publication Review. 7, 2; 1987, J anua ry ; 64-8. 
It reviews the technology and applications of compact 
disc interactive (CD-I) a digital optical storage medium 
with a multimedia capability. CD-I has audio,video, data 
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and real-time interactive capabilities. The character is t ics 
of CD-I are described and details of production and 
software are given. 
-.-.-.RECORDER. 
92. FALK (Howard). CD Recorders. The Electronic Library. 
16, 2; 1998. April; 131-40. 
This article focuses on CD Recording as a means for 
backingup computer files. Today CD Recording as a much 
simpler and more full Proof process. It l is ts some 
important mat ters in the field of recording application. 
It tries to mention about as very long life and CD 
recording formats. 
-.CONTENTS, COPYRIGHT. 
93 . NANAMATSU (Satoshi) and others. Multimedia digital 
contents and copyright protection. Journal of information 
processing and management. 42, 12; 2000, March; 1013-
1021. 
Discusses recent advances in digital technology which 
are expected to increase the distribution of mult imedia 
digital contents in packaged and electronic media. At the 
same time, these advances raise the issue of copyright 
protection to prevent illegal copying of digital contents . 
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Describes the system requirements and applicability of 
different types of digital contents of a copyright 
protection using a digital watermarks to prevent illegal 
copying and to manage copy generation. Discusses the 
effectiveness of this copyright protection with MPEG-2 
video on DVD, a typical packaged media. 
- , DATABASES, CD-ROM. 
94. HADAGALl (Parkash B). CD-ROM d a t a b a s e s : 
information storage and retrieval. Lucknow Librarian. 22, 
1; 1990, March; 1-5. 
It provides the ways for proper use of CD-ROM 
compact disc read only memory. CD-ROM (compact disc 
read only memory). CD-ROM is new technology for 
information s torage and retr ieval . D i s c u s s e s the 
advantages and disadvantages of the use of CD-ROM . It 
further tells us about the Indian scenario for the use 
of CD-ROM . 
95 . MACSEAN (Tony). CD-ROMs and beyond: Buying 
da tabases sensibly. Aslib Proceedings. 44 , 6; 1992, 
January; 243-4. 
It describes and the purpose of this paper is to 
examine the reasons why CD-ROM technology has made 
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such a widespread impact on libraries in the science, 
technology and medicine sectors and whether , now and 
on the future, there are sensible alternative strategies 
which our profession should consider adopting. If will 
concentrate mostly on large, core bibliographic da tabases 
both because this are of the market represents the great 
volume of sales by value. 
96. SHAW (Debora). Undergraduate use of CD-ROM 
databases: Observations of Human Computer interaction 
and relevance judgments . Library and Information Science 
Research. 18, 1; 1996; 261-74. 
Ten s tudents in a freshman elementary composition 
course were observed as they searched bibliographic 
databases on a CD-ROM. Some important findings are 
selected from their searches were all s tuden t s found 
records they choose to print with relevant judgements 
often made from information in the controlled vocabulary, 
title or abstract . These are discussed in detail in this 
paper. 
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- , - , - , APPLICATION, LIBRARIES. 
97. MILLER (David C). Running with CD-ROM . American 
Librarianshp. 17, 10; 1986, November; 754-56. 
This article describes the possible bu rdens placed 
upon libraries by the rapid growth of CD-ROM databases . 
Assesses the future prospect as well as advantages and 
disadvantages of compact disc read only memory. 
- , - , - , CASE STUDY. 
98. URICCHIO (William) and DUFFY (Michelle). From 
Amoeba to Request : A history and case s tudy of 
Connecticut's CD-ROM based State Wide da tabase . 
Library Hitech. 30, 2; 1990; 7-21. 
Mentions on Circ Cess, a 35 member library network, 
was moving towards a major system upgrade when it 
discovered that he planned system would not support 
boolean functions. An alternative approach to providing 
a shared catalog and linked circulation functions was 
sought, resulting in a CD-ROM based solution. The 
process of developing the concept, unexpected problems 
associated with selecting a vendor, delays and problems 
resulting from an expansion of the original concept and 
related issues are detailed. 
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99. WATSON (Mark). Publishing a CD-ROM database in 
house: A case study. Managing Information. 1, 12; 1994, 
December; 24-6. 
This paper describes the move from traditional 
academic , specia l l ibrary to d a t a b a s e p u b l i s h e r s . 
Caredata CD; the social and community care database was 
launched on CD-ROM in March 1994. Published by the 
National insti tute for social work information service, 
caradata CD offers a case study of one route to publishing 
a database on CD-ROM . 
-,--,-, OMAN. 
100. JOHNSTON (Colin.S.). CD-ROM database quality: 
Some observations based on experience at Sultan Qaboos 
University Library. Program. 28, 4; 1994, October; 379-
94. 
Over the past four years Sultan Qaboos University 
library in Oman has increased its CD-ROM collection to 
10 databases . If quickly became apparent to both staff 
and end users that discs varied in quality. This paper 
provides examples of inconsistencies in thesaura l control, 
indexing policies, spelling mis takes , mis typing and 
hyphenation in various CD-ROM da tabases . Differences 
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between some CD-ROM databases and their printed and 
online counterpar ts are also given. 
- , - , - CDS/ISIS, CASE STUDY. 
101. RAVI (A Sreenivas) and RAJASHEKAR (T.B.). 
Converting, CDS/ISIS databases to multimedia system for 
internet and CD-ROM : A case study. Information Today 
and Tomorrow. 17, 2; 1998; 3-9. 
The DM information service (CIS) is an interactive 
mult imedia database service based on micro CDS/ISIS 
input records. The OlS is available on the internet. The 
objectives of OlS is to provide access to a large database 
of extracts and quotation. The paper gives details of the 
contents of the database, the fields in the CDS/ISIS 
da tabase , the indexing and display parameters , the user 
interface and the- search and retrieval process. Some 
i s sues relat ing to the indexing of the records are 
mentioned. 
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- , - , - , CREATION, LIBRARIES, RUSSIA.' 
102. SHRAIBERG (Y) and ZALLIZHSKAYA (M.). 
Creation of problem oriented and CD-ROM Databases and 
users service in the Russian National public Library for 
science and technology. FID News Bulletin. 44, 2; 1994, 
February; 28-30. 
The basic idea for the creation and technology of 
problem oriented da tabases is to cover the development 
of informatics of the automated library service, library is 
aiming to become the major intelligence centre . The 
creation of DOD and CD-ROM databases allow to enhance 
the efficiency and quality of the users service. These type 
of services in the Russian national public library for 
science and technology are criticized in detail. 
- , - , - , DESIDOC. 
103. RELAN (Sonia) and LAKSHMI (Kakkar Vijay). CD-
ROM facilities at DESIDOC. Desidoc Bulletin of 
Information Technology. 13, 1; 1993, January; 3-8. 
Describes the defence library of (DESIDOC) has 
selected mainly those databases on CD-ROM which be 
retained permanent ly and a few of the impor tan t 
databases are to be subscribed annually. Desidoc has 
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acquired NTIS and LISA databases also applied science 
and technology index, McGrawHill encyclopaedia etc. The 
databases acquired are used for ready reference l i terature 
searches by scientific community. 
- , - , - , DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. 
104. ALI (S.N.). Databases on Optical discs, and their 
potential in developing countries. Journal of American 
Society for information science. 41 , 4; 1990; April; 238-
43. 
It deals the problems faced by developing countr ies 
and the potential role of optical disc technolog\' in 
providing and in house information retrieval system with 
access to millions of records new already made available 
on optical discs. Describes major ' areas of information 
in which optical disc da tabases can help, highlight their 
implication on the developing countries. 
- , - , - , GUI. 
105. ROWLEY (Jennifer). Humen/computer interface 
design in windows based CD-ROMs: An Early Review. 
Journal of Library and Information Science. 27, 2; 1995, 
Januarary; 77-87. 
Analyses some of the components of graphical user 
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interfaces (GUI) applied to CD-ROM databases Windows, 
dialogue boxes, menus , commands, bu t tons , check boxes 
and icons and remarks on the degree to which there are 
based on windows software. . Conc ludes t h a t the 
introduction of windows based CD-ROM da tabases with 
graphical use interfaces will increasingly revolutionize the 
design of such da tabases . 
- , - , - , LIBRARIES, CONFERENCE, USA. 
106. MILLER (David C.) Laser disks at the library door: 
The microsoft first international conference on CD-ROM. 
Library High Technology. 4, 2; 1986; 56-68. 
This paper n a r r a t e s that CD-ROM was first 
demonstrated in the USA in November, 1984. Since then 
many organ isa t ions including agenc ies of federal 
government have embraced the technology, and an 
increasingly large and diverse product base is emerging. 
In March, 1986. Microsoft corporation sponsored a major 
conference on the topic, which was at tended by almost 
1000 persons . Provides a complete d i rec to ry of 
participants. 
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- , - , - , LISA, INDEXING TERMS. 
107. HOOD (W) and WILSON (C.S.). Indexing terms 
in the LISA database on CD-ROM . Information processing 
management. 30, 3; 1994, May/June; 327-42. 
The article summarizes the findings of a recent study 
on the indexing practices used in the library and 
information science abstracts (LISA) d a t a b a s e . The 
indexing terms (DE), the data each record was added to 
the file (DA) of each record were extracted from the 
complete CD-ROM database. The concluding section looks 
at scope for further research on LISA and other 
da tabases . 
- , - , - , MEDLINE. 
108. KOTTAI (A). Mediline on CD-ROM: A comparison 
of DIALOG On disc and silver platter interface. Library 
Science with a Slat to Documentation and Information 
Studies. 30, 1; 1993, March; 11-6. 
A comparison of DIALOG on disc and silver platter 
interfaces in relation to MEDLINE is made. The CD ROM 
technology hardware r e q u i r e m e n t s , ins ta l la t ion 
procedures, scope, cost terms. Searching the system, 
displaying and printing search resul ts , documentation 
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and user support given by them are discussed in th is 
paper. 
- , - , - , NETWORKING. 
109. BUTCHER (S). Rewards and trials of networking: 
CD-ROM databases. Database. 13, 4; 1990, August; 103-
5. 
Examines that a CD-ROM is a local area or wide a rea 
network that shares CD-ROM databases among the 
network users. A single CD-ROM disc on the network 
can be searched by more than one user at a t ime. 
Describes that in most CD-ROM networks there is one 
or more computers on the local area network with several 
CD-ROM players at tached to it. 
- , - , - POPLINE, CASE STUDY. 
110. SAMAL (P.K.) and GUPTA (Sangeeta). Use of CD-
ROM POPLINE database in NIHFW. A case study. laslic 
Bulletin. 39, 3; 1994, September; 125-7. 
This article provides an overview of CD-ROM popline. 
It describes some aspects of use of the CD-ROM popline 
database maintained by John Hopkins university in the 
light of the experience and exposure gained of the nat ional 
documentation centre of the national institute of health 
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and family welfare, New Delhi. This database provides 
immeidate and urgent specific answers of queries from the 
functionaries agencies and research scholars in the field 
of population studies and related aspects. 
- , - , - ,SCI , EMAIL DELIVERY. 
111. GANESAN (P) and others. Automatic Extraction 
and E-mail Delivery of citation data from SCI CD-ROM 
Database. Library Science with a Slant to Documentation 
and Information Studies. 35, 4; 1998; 213-20. 
Science Citation Index (SCI) is a key data base used 
by the research community in Indian Institute of Science. 
To improve its usage profile based E-mail alternative 
service was developed every time an update database disc 
is recieved the system automatically delivers to the E-
mail address of individual faculty. This paper d iscusses 
in detail the design implimentation aspects of the system. 
- , - , - , SEARCHING. 
112. PRIORE (Chales Of) and MILLER (Richard, E.) 
Local hold ings sea rch ing in CD-ROM d a t a b a s e s 
Information Technology and Libraries. 11, 3; 1992, 
September; 307-9. 
Discusses a method for limiting topical search of a 
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CD-ROM bibliographic database to the titles held by the 
local institution. While CD-ROM technology has enhanced 
access to periodical indexes, some libraries have felt the 
need for an optical capability to limit research resul ts to 
title represented on the library's local holdings. 
- , - , MOTION PICTURE, MICROSOFT CINEMANIA. 
113. LAWSON (G.T.). Software reviews. Microsoft 
Cinemania. Technical Services. 11, 4; 1994; 81-4. 
This article d iscusses on Microsoft cinemania which 
is a multimedia da tabase of motion picture information. 
If encompasses newly 19000 individual motion pictures 
biographies of 3000 film industry notables, encyclopaedia 
or topic entries for the cinematic arts and industry 
awards lists visual displays of movie stills and personality 
potraits, sound clips of moview dialogue and a glossary 
of cinematic terms. 
- , - , MUSLS. 
114. BATT (Chris). MUSLS- a mult imedia, mult i -
discipline d a t a b a s e : Par t 1, defining r e q u i r e m e n t s 
selecting the system and initial development. Program. 
27, 1; 1993, Janua ry ; 17-36. 
A joint local s tudies library and museums database 
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is being developed to support the services an the new 
central library and museum which is being built in 
croydon and opened in 1994. The requirements of three 
services groups have been defined and the processes of 
selection and the preliminary stages of development are 
described. Details of the features specified in the request 
for proposal are included. 
- , - , ONLINE, PUBLISHING. 
115. CAWKELL (A.E.). Visual Ar ts , Mult imedia 
Publishing and Online picture databases . Aslib IT link. 6, 
7; 1993; 3-5. 
This paper describes about image processing which 
has become a diverse subject and there are large sections 
abou t desk top publishing and mul t imedia . A new 
generation called MPCs (Multimedia personal computers) 
by the multimedia council are supposed to include atleast 
a PC, CD-ROM drive, audio adaptor, windows with 
multimedia extensions and speakers or phones. There are 
two areas of imagine that image processing and document 
image processing. Also contains the discussion about 
picture databases and its other items. 
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- , DESIGN. 
116. JARZ (Ewald. M). Theore t ica l a s p e c t s of 
Multimedia. DESIDOC Bulletin of Information Technology. 
18, 6; 1998, November; 5-23. 
This article considers multimedia from three view 
points. The first comes from a science theory where the 
definition of the term and of the environment associated 
with it is refined the second point of view is concerned 
with the knowledge acquisition • th rough mult imedia 
systems and the educational and psychological aspects 
are considered. The third point of view gives concrete 
instruct ions for resigning multimedia systems. 
- , EDUCATION. 
117. CHURCHILL (Danial). Defining ins t ruc t iona l 
Multimedia. Computer Education. 2, 3; 1994; 2-6. 
This article tries to define the mult imedia and 
interactive multimedia and evaluate the usefulness of 
multimedia by the pedagogical consideration as well as 
emotional experience. It recognized a multimedia product 
as being essentially composed of a number of digital 
media formats but when considering it in instructional 
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format it was underlined that close emphasis needs to 
be on increased interactivity and sound pedagogy. 
118. YAVERBAUM (Gayle J.) and KULKARNI (Mukund). 
Multimedia projection: An Exploratory study of student 
perceptions regarding interest, organization and clarity. 
Journal of Educational Multimedia and Hypermedia. 6, 2; 
1997; 139-53. 
Controversies about the impact of multimedia on 
learning proliferate throughout the l i terature in spite of 
these controversies, increasing number of educators are 
considering ways to integrate technology into courseware 
and they are concerned about how to practically approach 
the inclusion of multimedia. This study examines the 
views of s t u d e n t s exposed to varied mult imedia 
projections as part of the classroom experience. Asked to 
rank various screens, the s tudents support the integration 
of animation, music and voice. They perceive screens to 
be better organized and cleaner as these media are 
integrated with text and graphics. 
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- , EDUCATION, ACADEMIC. 
119. GONZALEZ and others . Academic directions of 
multimedia education. Communications of the ACM. 43 , 1; 
2000, January; 89-95. 
Descr ibes the s ignif icant cha rac te r i s t i c s of 
multimedia and mutimedia education. Discussed the 
careers and vocational training programme through the 
multimedia and high lighted the two main categories of 
multimedia research. Il lustrate the multimedia research 
a reas such as information management, information 
processing. Data compression, communication systems 
etc. 
- , - , CASE STUDY. 
120. HERRINGTON (Jan) and OLIVER (Ron). Using 
si tuated learning and multimedia to investigate higher 
order thinking. Journal of educational multimedia and 
hypermedia. 8, 4; 1999; 401-21 . 
This paper describes a qualitative study into s tuden t s 
use of higher order thinking as they use an interactive 
multimedia program based on a situated learning 
frameworks. The analysis of types of talk used by 
s tudents as they worked with the program clearly shows 
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that the majority of their thinking was higher order as 
defined by Resnick and other theorists. 
- , - , CASE STUDY. 
121. JARZ (Ewald M) and others. Multimedia-based 
case studies in education: Design development and 
evaluation of multimedia based case studies. Journal of 
Educational Multimedia and Hypermedia. 6, 1; 1997; 23-
46. 
The use of multimedia can significantly improve the 
quality of case studies, especially with regard to their 
presentation of reality. The development of mult imedia 
case studies poses a challenge of both a creative and 
a technical nature. This paper includes a description of 
the various stages of case study development as well as 
an action model which supports the application of 
didactical aims in a multimedia case study. Also 
described within this paper are experiences with a 
mult imedia case study used at the depar tment of 
information systems for t ra in ing s tuden ts in d a t a 
processing for business purposes. The report includes a 
description of how the case study was integrated as a 
didactic element in a university course, with special 
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e m p h a s i s being given to t heo re t i ca l a spec t s of 
presentat ion and learning. 
- , - , CHALLENGES. 
122. OBER (John). Challenges in teaching and learning 
multimedia. FID News BuUetinA5, 4; 1995, April; 116-18. 
Describes the challenges which are faced by users in 
the using of multimedia services. Before deciding to 
deploy mu l t imed ia CD-ROMs severa l fundamenta l 
decisions must be made. It include the difficulties in 
relating multimedia to other tools and other habits of 
work in distinguishing new tools from new activities and 
in separat ing characteristics of presentat ion from those 
of content . And instructional problems are discussed in 
detail. 
- , - , CHARACTERISTICS. 
123. STEMLER (Luann K). Educational characteristics 
of multimedia: A literature Review. Journal of Educational 
Multimedia and Hypermedia. 6,3; 1997; 339-59. 
The use of multimedia technology has offered an 
al ternat ive way of delivering ins t ruc t ion . Educators 
should have access to appropriate ways to design software 
packages t h a t will take advan t age of mut imedia 
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capabili t ies without losing the focus on the users needs 
or the content being presented. The scope of this paper 
is limited to a review of research on educational 
mult imedia features used for instructional purposes. In 
this article the effects of screen design, learner control 
and navigation, use of feed back, s tudent interactivity and 
video and audio elements on the development of 
educationally effective multimedia modules are examined. 
- , - , INFORMATION PROCESSING. 
124. BAGIUI (Sikha). Reasons for increased learning 
using multimedia.* Jowrna/ of educational multimedia and 
hypermedia. 7, 1; 1998; 3-18. 
Research has shown that the capabi l i t ies of 
multimedia learning environments to store interconnect 
and provide access to a wide a text, range of knowledge 
represented a text, graphics, audio and video provide 
significant attendances to enrich s tudent learning. 
Discussed in this paper are the possible reasons for this 
increase in learning with multimedia. Although several 
factors for success have been discussed, the mass focus 
of this paper is on the success of multimedia due to its 
similarities instructive to the information processing 
theory. 
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- , - , ONLINE. 
125. DIAZ (David. P.) CD/Web Hybriks: Delivering 
mult imedia to the online learner. Journal of educational 
multimedia and hypermedia.. 8, 1; 1998; 89-98. 
The World Wide Web (WWW) represents an exciting 
and potent force for educational content delivery. There 
are numerous multimedia technologies that can facilitate 
self directed, practice centered learning and meet the 
challenges of educational delivery to the adult learner. 
This article describes how CD/Web hybrid, essentially a 
web site on a compact disc combines the strengths of the 
CD-ROM and the WWW and facilitates the delivery of 
mu l t imed ia elements while preserving connectivity. 
Pressing a website into a CD-ROM can reduce the amount 
of time that students spend interacting with a given 
technology and can increase the amount of time they 
spend learning. 
- , - , PRODUCTION. 
126. BUCKNER (Kathy). Educating the multimedia 
professional. Managing Information. 2 ,1 ; 1995, February; 
32-5 . 
The multimedia industry is a growing and rapidly 
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evolving indus t ry p roduc ing educat ional m a t e r i a l s , 
interactive presentations and marketing and promotional 
materials . Much of the academic debate surrounding 
multimedia addresses the issue of using multimedia 
systems for information provision and learning and 
problems associated with empowerment of the user by 
allowing them to develop their • own learning and 
browsing strategy. However has been paid to the need 
to produce people who are capable of construct ing 
effective multimedia products these are discussed in 
detail. 
- , - , VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE. 
127. HASEBROOK (Joachim P.) and GREMM (Markus). 
Mul t imedia for voca t iona l gu.idance: Effects of 
individualized test ing, videos and photography on 
acceptance and recall. Journal of Educational Multimedia 
and Hypermedia. 8, 2; 1999; 217-40. 
There are promising s tudies showing that multimedia 
could potentially facilitate learning processes. This article 
argued that multiple media does not influence learning, 
learning gains are due to instructional methods and 
pictorial superiority has not been supported. Therefore 
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many researchers aim to make their multimedia system 
more effective using intelligent software technologies to 
adopt to the learners demands , abilities and knowledge. 
The au tho r s tested the influence of video, photography 
and individualized testing on acceptance and recall of 
information provided by mult imedia encyclopaedia about 
German professions and educat ional programms. 
- , HARDWARE. 
128. FUJIWARA (Hiroshi) . Mul t imedia PC 
communicsitions. JIPDEC Informatization Quarterly. 1, 101; 
1995; 27-32 . 
Mentions that personal computer (PC) environment is 
changing rapidly in the 1990's towards the 21 century. 
Multimedia technologies which are the greatest inventions 
in the lat ter half of the 20'*" century, have provided PC 
environment with the biggest influence in any other 
environments.This paper analyzes the essence of multi-
media from the technological point of view and predicts 
the future of PC environment through related trials. 
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-,-,CD-ROM. 
129. ADACHI (Kensuke). Portable Multimedia machine 
for the Bus iness pe r son . JIPDEC Informatization 
Quarterly. 101, 1995; 42-7. 
Discusses about MMPC (Multimedia PC) which is 
integrated with CD-ROM. It has spread widely. Following 
the increase of MMPCs a number of software titles are 
stored in CD-ROM. The MMPC is expected to be very 
popular at the office and home. D i s c u s s e s the 
requirements for MMPCs and pen computer's peculiarit ies. 
Point out the uses of such multimedia machines for 
Business persons. 
- , -, SOFTWARE. 
130. RENUKARADHYA and THULASI (K). Multimedia 
presentation: An effective tool for publicizing information 
services. Library Science with a Slant to Documentation and 
Information Studies. 35 , 3; 1998; 189-96. 
Marketing of information services is a difficult job, 
because of its intangible nature. This drawback can be 
successfully overcome by an interactive mult imedia 
presentation, where user is allowed to interact or choose 
any sequence for viewing the information. The basic 
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hardware requirements, some useful software and steps 
for creating a multimedia presentation are described in 
this paper with a case study of multimedia presentation 
on NCSI. 
- , - , STANDARDISATION. 
131. BANDYODADHYAY (R). Multi-media Multilingual 
Optical Keyboard. Electronics Information and Planning. 
20, 5; 1999, February; 229-53. 
Discusses that computers would eventually be human 
companion when human would be .able to converse with 
the computers. The developmental efforts required for 
achieving this goal were described in details . This need 
for development of mult imedia mul t i l ingual optical 
computer keyboard, standardisation of IT products and 
establishment of global IT development and difference 
platform as the essential stops to be taken to achieve this 
goal are broadly discussed in this paper. 
-.HYPERMEDIA. 
132. GONZALEZ (Ruben). Hypermedia Data modeling, 
coding and semiotics. Proceedings of the IEEE.. 85, 7; 
1997, July; 1111-125. 
This paper reviews the key issues in hypermedia 
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systems as an overture to the proposal of a new semiotic 
paradigm for hypermedia data and coding models. The 
hypermedia permits user to interact with and manage 
data as high level conceptual objects rather than as 
symbols s t reams. Current hypermedia systems can be 
defined as an amalgamation of hypertext and multimedia. 
133. HAILEY (David E) and HAILEY (Christ ine) . 
Hypermedia , mul t imedia and r e a d e r cognit ion: An 
empirical study. Technical Communications. 45, 3; 1998, 
August; 330-42. 
Presents and discusses the resul ts of few studies of 
real world project using a variety of digital and no digital 
formats to examine the usabil i ty and instruct ional 
capabilities of hypermedia and multimedia. Examines 
which uses interfaces are preferred which interface 
components users like and dislike, how subjects use 
different interface tapes, and how well subject learn 
indifferent interfaces. Finds that a majority of subjects 
tested show measurally greater directly learning in a 
hypermedia/hypertext environment than in a multimedia 
environment. 
I l l 
-,-,EDUCATION. 
134. ANDRIS (James.F). The relationship of indices of 
s tudent navigational pa t te rns in a hypermedia geology 
lab simulation to two measures of learning style. Journal 
of Educational Multimedia and Hypermedia. 5, 3; 1996; 
303-15. 
This study p r e s e n t s for 31 s t uden t s us ing a 
hypermedia geology lab simulation the relationship their 
cognitive style and modality preference to several indices 
of navigational path data. Three subscales of the learning 
styles inventory measured field dependence/independence 
and a 12 item scale measured visual auditory or 
kinesthetic dominance. Navigational path indices were 
total time, total nodes, time per node, linearity and 
reversibility. Several significant relationships were found 
between learning style aad navigational data as well as 
differential use of sections of the program. The significant 
of the findings for accommodating learning styles in 
hypermedia simulations is discussed. 
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135. CASTELLI (Carlo) and others. Cognitive variables 
and pat terns of hypertext performances: lessons learned 
for educational hyper media construction. Journal of 
Educational Multimedia and hypermedia. 7, 2; 1998; 177-
206. 
This paper reports the preliminary resu l t s of a 
research project that investigates the phenomenon of 
disorientation in hypertexts. The project had two main 
goals (a) to identify the variables involved in the 
phenomenon (b) to find the best way to build a benchmark 
that identifies elements of a hypertext that may cause 
disorientation. It describes the main guidelines for further 
experiments to identify some remedies for disorientat ion. 
136. CLIFFLIAO (Yuen-Kuang). Effects of hypermedia 
on s tudents achievement: A meta analysis. Journal of 
Educational Multimedia and Hypermedia.8, 3; 1999; 255-77. 
A meta-analysis was performed to synthesize existing 
research comparing the effects of hypermedia on s tuden t s 
achievement. Forty six s tudies were located from three 
sources and then quanti tat ive data were transformed into 
effect size. The r e s u l t s sugges t tha t h y p e r m e d i a 
instruction is more effective when there is no instruct ion 
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for the comparison group when the comparison group 
used video-tape instruction. CAI and text ins t ruc t ions are 
slightly more effective than hypermedia ins t ruct ion. The 
result from this study suggest that the effects of using 
hypermedia in in s t ruc t ion are pos i t ive over non 
hypermedia instruction as a whole. 
137. DEMETRIADIS (Tavros) and POMBORTSIS 
(Andreas). Noviee s t uden t learning in case based 
hypermedia Environment: A quantitative study. Journal 
of Educational Multimedia and Hypermedia. 8, 1; 1999; 
241-69. 
In this paper au thors tries to identify possible 
benefits and short comings in the learning outcomes of 
novices who use a case based instructional environment. 
Two groups of s tuden t s studied the same content 
material in a computer networking domain using 
hypermedia env i ronmen t s . In shor t i n d i c a t e s tha t 
carefully structured case based instruction for novice 
s tudents enhances flexibility in learning while it does not 
hinder acquisition of introductory domain knowledge. 
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138. RASMUSSEN (Karen L). Hypermedia and Learning 
styles: Can performance be inf luenced? Journal of 
Educational Multimedia and Hypermedia. 7, 4; 1998; 291-308. 
Learning styles can be used incongnitive with learner 
control to facilitate and enhance s tudent performance in 
hypermedia learning environments . In s tudy of the 
influences of learning styles and learner control on 
performance, immediate and delayed assessments of 
performance showed a significant interaction between 
level of learner control and the processing dimension of 
learning style as defined by Kolb-Learners who tended 
toward abst ractness on the perception dimension of 
learning styles performed better than those individuals 
who tended to ward correctness. Ins t ructors can take 
advantage of the inherent capabilities of hypermedia to 
assis t learners performing to their highest potential 
t h rough the rent of l e s sons t h a t accommodate 
preferences for learning. These are discussed in detail. 
139. ZHU (Erping). Hypermedia interface design: The 
effects of number of links and granulari ty of nodes. 
Journal of Educational Multimedia and Hypermedia. 8, 3; 
1999; 331-58. 
This study examines the effects of the number of links 
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and the granularity of nodes on s tudents , information 
searching learning performance and at t i tude toward 
hypermedia systems. The effects were compared in four 
different conditions (a) larger nodes /fewer l inks (b) larger 
nodes/ more links (c) smaller nods / fewer links (d) 
smaller nodes/more links and asses using five different 
measures: general and specific information searching 
tasks, multiple choice questions, a written summary and 
a likert scale questionnaire. 
- , - , - , COURSEWARE, DESIGN. 
140. EVANS (Chris) and EDWARDS (Mark). 
Navigational interface design for multimedia courseware. 
Journal of Computers in Mathematics and Science Teaching. 
8, 2; 1999; 151-74. 
This paper is concerned with the design and 
construction of navigation interfaces to multimedia 
courseware, in par t icular a virtual module for the 
education of undergraduate degree s tudents . A distinction 
is drawn between multimedia and hypermedia navigation, 
in tha t mu l t imed ia env i ronments provide implicit 
navigation. Multimedia navigation is most appropriate for 
a learning e n v i r o n m e n t . Three different types of 
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navigational tools for traversing different structures of 
information are discussed. Two types of menu are 
dist inguished (a) sibling menus that maintain context (b) 
child menues that descend the hierarchy. 
- , - , - , RESEARCH. 
141. TERGAN (Sigmar-Olaf). Misleading theoretical 
assumpt ions in hypertext/hypermedia research. Journal of 
Educational Multimedia and Hypermedia. 6, 3; 1997; 257-
83 . 
In this paper, the author outl ines and arctically 
reviews basic theoretical assumpt ions of research on 
learning with hypertext and hypermeida. The focus is on 
whether the results of research on hypertext/hypermedia 
based learning support these assumption. Results of 
empirical studies as well as a theoretical analysis reveal 
that many research approaches have been misled by 
inappropriate theoretical assumpt ions on the potential of 
s t r u c t u r a l and functional f ea tu re s of hypermedia 
hypertext to support learning theoretical shortcomings of 
research are discussed. Suggestions for future research 
are outlined. 
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- , - , - , SOFTWARE. 
142. LAMONT (Charles). End user satisfaction with a 
low cost motion video solution for multimedia and 
hypermedia educational software. Journal of Educational 
Multimedia and Hypermedia. 7, 2; 1998; 109-22. 
Universities world wide are turning to computer based 
education to provide a solution to the problem of reaching 
an ever widening range of s tuden t s at a time when 
funding for education is being curtailed. They are using 
hypermedia educational software, often involving motion 
video to meet the need for flexibility, interactivity and 
innovation. Focusing on the quality of motion video that 
end use r s may tolerate, an evaluation experiment was 
conducted using a low cost motion video solution over a 
conventional campus network/Results indicate that end 
users are not differed by lower quality motion video even 
though they recognize its shortcomings. 
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- , - , - , STUDY. 
143. OLIGHTON (John M.) and REED (W.Michael). The 
effects of hypermedia development on high school 
s tudents knowledge Acquisition, general problem solving 
skills, and general design skills. Journal of Educational 
Mutimedia and Hypermedia. 7, 4; 1998; 333-63. 
This paper focuses on a study which analyzed 15 
high school s tudents cognitive abilities while utilizing the 
linkway authoring package. The s tuden t s were enrolled in 
a multimedia 1 class in which the teacher took a problem 
solving approach to the instruct ion. Specifically the 
s tuden t s were measured on their acquisit ion of knowledge 
about hypermedia, their use of design skills and their 
ability to solve problems in a hypermedia environment. 
- , - , - , DESIGN. 
144. HEGARTY (Marry) and o t h e r s . Multimedia 
instruct ion: Lessons from evaluation of a theory based 
design. Journal of Educational Multimedia and Hypermedia. 
8, 2; 1999; 119-50. 
In this article the authors developed a theoretical 
models of stages in the comprehension of a machine from 
diagrams and accompanying text and then considered the 
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implications of this model for designing hypermedia 
manuals that explain how machines work. Hypermedia 
and multimedia manuals based on this model were 
evaluated in three experiments. The first experiment, 
compared learning from the hypermedia. Manual to 
learning from paper printouts of the text and diagrams 
used in the hypermedia mannual , The second and third 
experiments compared learning from text and diagram 
instructional materials, describing three mechanics at 
different level in detail. 
- , - , HYPERTEXT. 
145. CHILD (David Allen). The Effects of system 
response time on user behaviour in a hypermedia 
environment . Journal of Educational Multimedia and 
Hypermedia. 8, 1; 1998; 65-87. 
This s tudy examined the informat ion location 
strategies of users of a specialized hypermedia system 
when a five second system response delay was 
introduced. Seventy four participants used hypertext on 
hypertext to complete three information location tasks. A 
mul t ivar ia te analysis of variance with independent 
variables of group and general computer experience 
indicated significant main effects of group for all 
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dependent variables with one exception. Therefore no 
significant main effects of general computer experience 
nor were there any significant interactions. 
146. WARENDORF (Kai). HDF: A hypermedia document 
format for spatial hypermedia. Journal of Educational 
Multimedia and Hypermedia. 8, 3; 1999; 359-76. 
This paper describes a strategy for storage and 
retrieval of hypertext with an object oriented hypermedia 
format. Although a document format is strictly not part 
of the user interface, if does encourage an object oriented 
design of the user interface, which has several 
consequences. As shown in this paper, the hypermedia 
document structure has influenced the structure and 
properties of the hypermedia user interface. In addition 
the document structure also has consequences for the 
hypermedia authoring process. 
- , - , NETWORKS. 
147. TANAKA (Yuzuru). R & D Trend of Hypermedia. 
Japan Computer Quarterly.2, 92; 1993; 3-10. 
This article tries to define the concept of hypertext / 
hype rmed ia as a system which does not s implv 
accumulate fragmentary information but constructs an 
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associative network by connecting related information 
and enables associative retrieval by racing this pa th . And 
descr ibes the process of text p roduct ion and i ts 
proceedures . Text production cann't be t hough t of 
independent ly of text utilization because document 
production generally requires literary study. 
- , - , WWW. 
148. CARLSON (John R) and KACMAR (Charles) . 
Increasing link marker effectiveness for WWW and other 
hypermedia interfaces: An examination of end user 
preference. Journal of the American Society for Information 
Science. 55, 9; 1999; 386-97. 
Discusses on hypermedia information systems. Its 
major characterist ic is the presentation of enti t ies that 
signify pathways to additional information. This article 
presents an analysis of link marker designs based on two 
studies. Recommendations are that link markers that 
employ color and bound objects are the most effective 
in communicating the existence and are most preferred 
by use r s . Finally recommendations for hypermedia 
designers are discussed. 
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- , - , - , ACADEMIC LIBRARIES. 
149. COX(Andrew). Hypermedia l ibrary guides for 
academic l ibraries on the world wide web. Program. 30, 
1; 1996, J anua ry ; 39-50. 
A new user instruction in academic libraries could 
be a hypertext library guide distributed on the world wide 
web. This article considers the advantages of an electronic 
library guide, and the particular advantages and problems 
of producing one using HTML on the world wide web. 
Existing library guides on the web is reviewed and found 
to be impressive if capable of improvement. Some of the 
broad design issues are also reviewed, and the possible 
content of a guide discussed likely future developments 
are then considered. 
-,HYPERTEXT. 
150. RADA (Roy) and others. Hypertext interchange 
using ICA. Journal of Documentation. 5 1 , 2; 1995, June; 
99-117. 
Discusses about hypertext interchange of text and 
hypertext between various system. Which is vital in order 
to reuse text and hypertext, but the task of generating 
t rans la tors between different representat ions is often 
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complex and tedious. The Integrated Chameleon. 
Arch i t ec tu re (ICA) is a publ ic domain foolset for 
generat ing translators. However ICA can only handle 
context free grammers. While the grammer of hypertext 
is not context free. This paper presents an extended ICA 
which is based on ICA with extra. Pre and post processors 
to handle the context sensitive and implicit information 
of hypertext. 
- , - , CANTO. 
151. NICHOLAS (Charles K) and ROSENBERG (Linda 
H). Canto: a hypertext data modal. Electronic Publishing. 
6, 2; 1993, June; 93-113. 
The canto hypertext data modal is characterized by 
a h i e r a r c h i c a l scheme mechan i sm tha t allows a 
predetermined, open ended scheme to be embedded in the 
hyperdocument . Canto uses two types of nodes: concept 
nodes which provide organizat ional s t ruc ture , and 
information nodes, which contain text and other data. The 
canto scheme language gives the hypertext designer 
access to these operation. Evaluates canto with a 
controlled experiment involving human users. Several 
applicat ions have been developed using Canto. One such 
application is described in detail in this paper. 
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- , - , DOCUMENTS. 
152. ELLIS (David) and others. On the creation of 
hypertext links in fulltext documents: Measurement of 
inter Linker consistency. Journal of Documentation. 50, 
2; 1994, June ; 67-98. 
It describes about the retrieval process from a 
hypertext database. This operation is often under taken 
mannua l ly , s tud ie s of conventional s y s t e m s have 
suggested that a degree of consistency in the terms 
assigned to documents by indexers is associated with 
retrieval effectiveness. It is thus of in te res t to 
investigate the consistency of assignment of links in 
separate hypertext versions of the same full text 
document. 
- , - , EDUCATION, TEACHING, INFORMATION 
HANDLING. 
153. CREANOR (Linda) and DURNDELL (Helen). 
Teaching Information handling skills with hypertext. 
Program. 28, 4; 1994, October; 349-65. 
This paper describes the development and content of 
four computer assisted learning packages designed to 
teach information, skills to higher education s tudents . 
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The areas covered include database searching and library 
search skills. Educational aspects of using hypertext and 
hypermedia for learn ing are d i scussed along with 
development i ssues and a description is given of the staff 
costs involved. The main source of external funding was 
the higher educational funding councils teaching and 
learning technology programme. 
- , - , GRAPHICS, REPRESENTATION. 
154. CRAVEN (Timothy C.) Condensed representat ion 
of sentences in graphic displays of text s t ruc tures . 
Journal of Documentation. 46, 4; 1990, December; 339-52. 
This article is concerned with how sentences may be 
represented briefly but informatively in graphic displays 
of a sentence dependency structure. Different automatic 
abbreviation schemes were assessed on a sample data set 
for compression and ambiguity. "Speedwriting of words 
longer than five letters yielded a compression to 80% 
of source text, with very law ambiguity. 
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- , - , REFERENCE GUIDES. 
155. MORRISSEY (Frances). Using computer-based 
library reference guides: A comparison of hypertext 
programs with expert systems. Library Hitech. 10, 1-2; 
1992; 61-4. 
Describes that hypertext library reference guides have 
many features in common with expert systems with the 
notable exception of an inherent capability for learning. 
However since the features of an expert system that are 
actually drawn upon are at the discretion of those 
implementing the project,, a hypertext program may be 
more sophisticated than one based on an expert shell. 
So d iscusses about hypertext programs comparing with 
expert systems. 
- , - , TECHNOLOGY. 
156. DAVENPORT (Elisabeth) and CRONIN (Blaise). 
Hypertext and the conduct of sc ience . Journal of 
Documentation. 46, 3; 1990, September; 175-192. 
A brief introduction is given to the technology of 
hypertext and the effects are explored in contexts which 
range from the conceptual base of science to laboratory 
techniques . Some critical a reas of impact are then 
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identified. Existing systems may be applied to some of 
the purposes which are described, though the costs of 
unsubsidised investment may inhibit development. 
-.INFORMATION SYSTEM, CONCEPTS 
METHODOLOGY. 
157. BAEK (Seung IK) and others . What's is all about 
A multimedia aid for learning information systems (IS) 
concepts and methodologies. Journal of Educational 
Multimedia and Hypermedia. 7, 1; 1998; 19-32. 
Information systems (IS) itself is the most familiar 
technologies. The goal of th is project is to design and 
develop an interactive multimedia training application for 
IS education. The educational program helps s tudents to 
explore various IS methodologies and case studies and 
practice their problem solving skills. The project provides 
meaningful guidelines to IS faculty and the IS profession 
who want to develop interactional learning modules using 
interactive multimedia technology. 
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- , - , ISDN VIX. 
158. KINOSHITA (Reiko). Mult imedia informat ion 
system which uses ISDN VIX (Versatile Intelligence 
Exchange). Japan Computer Quarterly. 9 1 , 1; 1992; 18-26. 
Describes that Fuji Research inst i tute corp. has 
accomplished the construction of multimedia information, 
system for the coming age of ISDN in an 18-month project 
term. Its basic concept is to integrate the presentat ion 
of information on a computer from various kinds of media 
such as text, graphics, voice, music etc. It provides 
suitabil i ty for var ious applicat ions; adap tab i l i ty to 
strategic information networks using ISDN, superior cost 
effectiveness and flexibility to keep pace with the latest 
technology and the features required for this system are' 
discussed in detail. 
-,INTERACTIVE, CD-ROM. 
159. GILLHAM (Mark). Home information what makes 
a good multimedia CD-ROM ? Managing Information. 2, 
12; 1995, December; 38-40. 
Discusses the computer indus t ry is promot ing 
interactive multimedia CD-ROMs. Designed for education 
and entertainment use, these are being used as part of 
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a big push to get PCs into peoples homes. Consumers 
are being presented with huge amounts of information in 
a variety of forms, but their needs are fundamentally, 
different from the work place user and so factors to judge 
the quality of products are also different. 
- , - DESIGN. 
160. FITZGERALD (Gail E) and Others . An interactive 
multimedia program to enhance teacher problem solving 
skills based on cognitive flexibility theory: Design and 
Outcomes . Journal of Educational Multimedia and 
Hypermedia. 6, 1; 1997; 47-76. 
In this paper the authors discuses the design of 
multimedia case study materials from cognitive flexibility 
theory to assist preservice and inservice teachers in 
unders tanding children with behavioural disorders from 
multiple perspectives. Results are reported on the use of 
these materials in graduate education courses in two field, 
test sites which different in course s t ruc ture and available 
technical supports . Analysis of data included on-line user 
records , embedded computer generated reports and 
qualitative interviews from par t ic ipants in the two sites. 
Significant differences were found in the use of materials, 
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learning out comes and satisfaction with the materials 
between users in the two sites. 
- , - , EDUCATION. 
161. NULDEN (Urban) and SCHEEPERS (Helana). 
Interactive multimedia and problem based learning: 
Experiencing project failure. Journal of Educational 
Multimedia and Hypermedia. 8, 2; (1999); 189-215. 
This paper discusses research on computer support 
for experimental learning and problems based learning. 
Exper imenta l learning combined with in te rac t ive 
multimedia has received a great deal of attention in both 
educational practice and research. The advancement of 
multimedia technology provides an opportunity to extend 
problem based learning and combine it with experimental 
learning. The author serveyed PBL students and teachers 
with the purpose of finding ideas on how the vignette can 
be enriched or transformed by interactive multimedia. 
- , - , EDUCATION, VIDEO. 
162. SEABURY (B.A.). Interactive video programs: 
c r i s i s counciling and organ iza t iona l a s s e s s m e n t . 
Computers in Human Services. 9, 314, 1993; 301-310. 
This paper describes two interactive video disc 
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programs that have been designed to teach social work 
practice skills. One program is designed to tech students 
how to apply crisis concepts in a simulated interview with 
a clients and the other program is designed to teach 
s tudents how to assess institutional racism and sexism 
in an agency, context. The purpose in presenting these 
two programs is to demonstrate how interactive video can 
be used as a training tool in social work education. 
- , - , HARDWARE. 
163. EDWARDS (Warren S.) and others. Interactive 
three dimensional ultrasound using a programmable 
multimedia processor. International Journal of Imaging 
Systems and Technology.; 1, 1; 1998; 442-54. 
Mentions that image computing systems laboratory 
has developed an interactive 3D ul trasound workstation. 
The 3D US system uses an imaging board based on the 
texas ins t ruments , multimedia video processor (MUP), a 
fully p rogrammable media processor tha t includes 
multiple processing units on a single chip. And they 
developed efficient volume r econs t ruc t ion and 
visualization algorithms for the MUP that allow 3 DUS 
system to provide the same immediate feedback. These are 
discussed a detail. 
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- , - PROGRAMMES. 
164. SHELTON (S.M.). Mul t imedia . Technical 
Communication. 40, 4; 1993, November; 694-704. 
Multimedia is the computer controlled interactive 
medium that integrates in real time external , visual and 
audio inputs with computer generated text, graphic, 
animation and audio. Its programmes are developed by 
a team including a producer, communication analysis!, 
subject m a t t e r exper t , script des igner , in terac t ive 
designer, art directors, audio engineer and computer 
specialist. Its advantages include case of production, 
interactivity, accessibility, account ability, economy and 
effectiveness of training and individualization. 
- , - , PROJECT, MCALL. 
165. SOO (King-Soon) and NGEOW (Yeok-hwa). Effects 
English as a second language (ESL) instruct ion within 
attractive multimedia: The MCALL Project. Journal of 
Educational Multimedia and Hypermedia. 7, 1; 1998; 71-89. 
In Asian countr ies the need to access the internet 
have c rea ted a eno rmous need to l ea rn English. 
Multimedia computer assisted language learning of use 
effectively can make language teaching learners centered 
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and cost effective in August 1995 university Malaysia 
Sarawak (UNIMAS) setup the first multimedia self access 
English proficiency course in South east Asian university. 
They depended on the multimedia computer learn , 
practice revise and evaluate their progress. In this paper 
the results by cost gender, ethnic group, instruct ional 
method and learning style analysed. The principles 
underlying the design of the MCALL program discussed. 
- , - , SERVICES. 
166. TAMBE (Mohan). Interact ive media: A step 
towards interactive television through cable Distribution.. 
Electronics Information and Planning. 24, 9; 1997, J u n e ; 
513-17. 
The technology ingredients are today available for 
making the interactive media services. There have been 
a spate of approaches by major companies in the world 
for ushering in the interactive multimedia services and 
each of these approaches have failed socio economic 
problems. The paper discusses the nature of interactive 
media and key issues and philosophies which will 
contribute to its success. It concludes with a modal for 
interactive media services which is specially well suited 
for developing countries such a India. 
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- , - , STANDARDISATION. 
167. HOFFOS (Signe). In t roduct ion to interact ive 
multimedia. Program. 27, 4; 1993, October; 323-29. 
It d i s c u s s e s on i n t e r ac t i ve mul t imedia which 
describes a range of products for corporate and consumer 
markets which are setting s t andards for the decade to 
come. This article identifies some of the key issues and 
p la t form including in t e r ac t i ve . video, mu l t imed ia 
computers , electronic books and optical discs. In the 
laser disc and compact disc (CD) format. 
168. PIERRE (Samual). S t a n d a r d s for in teract ive 
multimedia services: Summary of the SIII guideline from 
the Acts program. Information Services and Use. 19, 3; 
1999; 227-233. 
Standards are an important issue if services are to 
work in a multi provider world. The ACTS multimedia 
projects have produced a guideline state of the art and 
evolution of relevant s t anda rds which explains which 
aspects of multimedia services are being standardized by 
the various official and semi official bodies. It also 
explains how the various initiatives relate to each other 
sot hat potential service developers and providers will 
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know where to look for the relevant specifications to 
ensure interoperability. 
- , - , - ,Si l l . 
169. BELL (Marg). S t a n d a r d s for i n t e r ac t i ve 
multimedia services: summary of the Sill guidline from 
the acts program. Information Services of Use. 19, 3; 
1999, 227-33. 
The ACTS multimedia projects have produced a 
guidline 'State of the Art and Evaluation of relevant 
s tandards ' which explains the aspects of multimedia' 
services are being standardized by the various official and 
semi official bodies. It also explains how the various 
initiatives relate to each other so that potential service 
developers and providers will know where to look for 
relevant specification to ensure inter-operability Describes 
what each of the following principal s tandards players are 
about and their current activities. 
- , INTERNET, GRAPHICS. 
170. GRAY (M) and RICHARD (E). Make mult imedia 
friendly. Internet World. 6, 3; 1995, March; 26-8 . 
It examines ways of approaching the problem of 
effective integration of multimedia elements such as 
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graphics, audio and video into a internet . World wide 
web (WWW) site so a to increase substant ial ly its utility 
and aesthetic appeal. 
- , LANGUAGE, LEARNING. 
171. HOFFSTAEDTER (Petra) and KOHN (Kunt). Teles 
language partner: Multimedia language learning authoring 
and customisation. Information Services and Uses. 19, 4; 
1999; 277-87. 
Discusses on the classical demand for European 
languages and language learning. New demands are for 
lesser taught languages and work related communication 
needs. Multimeida offer a promising potent ial for 
developing and implementing solution between teaching 
capacities and learning demands in such away multimedia 
language learning is discussed in detail. 
- , - , MILAMU. 
172. SAFA (Harder) and PIERRE (Samual). MILAMU: a 
micoro language for manupulating multimedia documents . 
Telematics & Informatics. 15, 1; 1998, February; 35-52. 
The need for efficient mechanisms of retrieval and 
access to multimedia data stored in different da tabases 
has gained more attention in recent years . This stems 
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from the fact that daily life is inundated with multimedia 
information covering areas as varied as education,, 
bus iness heal th, government, games etc. Multimedia 
presentation and storage models deal with the distribution 
of multimedia data in different da tabases . Defines "user 
friendly micro language, bapt ized MILAMU which 
facilitates both access to these multimedia queries. As a 
result the composition of a multimedia document can be 
carried out without facing the problems and complexities 
internet to law level programming. 
- , - , SQLX. 
173. OZKARAHAN (E). Multimedia document retrieval. 
Information Processing and Management. 3 1 , 1; 1995, 
Februrary; 113-31. 
Develops an integrated conceptual representation 
scheme for multimedia documents that are viewed to 
comprise an objects oriented da tabase . Develop the 
necessary abstract ions for the conception modal and 
extensions to RM/1 relational model used as the search 
s t ructure . A query language called SQLX is introduced 
to formulate the searches directly from the conceptional 
modal. Describes a temporal modal for time dependent 
presentat ions and with the directions for future work. 
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- , NETWORKING. 
174. AKEROYD (J) CD-ROM Networking. Information 
Services and Use. 12, 1; 1992; 55-63. 
This article shows an overview of CD-ROM networks 
describing the system available and provides some user, 
experience of one network in an academic library. The 
technology is explained including the different possible 
configurations and some alternative solutions. 
175. SIMPSON (E). Networking CD-ROMs: technical 
overview and the view from the Manchester business 
school. Journal of Information Science. 20, 1; 1994; 46-
54. 
This paper mentions the 1993 post - AGM meeting 
of the Scottish branch of the inst i tute of information 
scient is ts focused on the principles and practices of 
ne twork ing CD-ROMs. And p r e s e n t s an evaluat ive 
overview of technical options for networking CD-ROMs, 
contras t ing peer to peer and client server approaches and 
also new options for supporting CD-ROMs directly from 
LAN operating system. 
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-,-, HYPERTEXT, INFORMATION SERVICES, ACADEMIC. 
176. ATKINSON (Ross). Networks, Hypertext, Academic 
information services: Some longer range implication. 
College and Research Libraries. 54, 3; 1993; 199-202. 
Computer network use is increasing so rapidl}', this 
article consider some of the longer term issues that relate 
to scholarly information exchange in a networked 
environment, and the possible future roles of academic 
information services in exchange. The growing capacity of 
the network combined with the eventual ability to link 
any textual units with any other. Three examples of key 
responsibi l i t ies that may be assumed by academic 
information services in the online environment are (a) 
ass is tance with institutionally based publication (b) work 
with authors on the indexing of their publications (c) 
and the design of new network based documen t 
s t ruc tu res . 
- , -, LAN. 
177. BROWN (Steve). Providing Access to CD-ROM Data 
Across a local area Network. Managing Information. 2, 12; 
1995, December; 35-7. 
It is intended to use the CD-ROMS, licensing these 
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title for local area network. (LAN) access. The benefits 
sought might include making the discs available more 
quickly, giving convenient access to titles that span 
several physical discs. Controlling profiferation of CD-
ROM drives and discs through the organisation and 
protecting the CD-ROM from damage and theft. This 
article looks at the same of the problems inherent in 
different networking strategies. 
- , - , N.T.T. . 
178. KURIHARA (Sadami). Cur ren t ac t iv i t i es for 
mul t imedia c o m m u n i c a t i o n s . JIPDEC Information 
Quarterly. 1, 101; 1995; 9-14. 
Discusses about the variety of services provide by 
current NTT network which include basic telephones, 
leased circuits, packet switched data communications, 
pagers and ISDN services. The widespread interest is 
beginning to focus on new categories of services such as 
high speed d a t a t r an smi s s ion among c o m p u t e r s , 
multimedia communicat ions and interactive video on 
demand (VOD). In such away various activities in 
different field like R8&D for multimedia communications 
are described. 
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- , - , SOFTWARE SYSTEM. 
179. KNOWLES (John). Software System analysis of a 
CD-ROM network for a multisite polytechnic. Journal of 
Library and Information Science. 25, 4; 1993; 132-6. 
It presents resul ts of a research project carried out 
at liverpool polytechnic library services in summer, 1991, 
to analyse the current CD-ROM facilities and to evaluate 
the CD-ROM networking systems currently on the market 
that were best market to the polytechnics needs. The 
project aimed to find a CD-ROM local area network 
solution that could be bridged into the campus. 
- , POLITICS, CONFERENCE, PITCOM 95. 
180. OPPENHEIM (Charles). The politics of multimedia. 
Pitcom 1995 Conference, Managing Information. 2,6; 1995, 
J u n e ; 24-26. 
Pitcom conference reports is contained in these 
art icles, it concentrate on politics of multimedia. Pitcom 
is parl iamentary information technology committee which 
is dedicated to bridging the gap between members of 
parl iament, scientists and technologists. The title of the 
conference plus its sub title Global challenges national 
issues sounded promising. 
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- , REVOLUTION. 
181. KELSALL (Julie).The multimedia revolution. A 
view from the bridge. Managing Information. 2, 8; 1995, 
August; 36-83. 
This article starts with description about multimedia 
revolution. Primary source media indexes the times and 
publ ishes the british news paper index on CD-ROM but 
the system is fully computerised. The jiemands of CD-
ROM have had for reaching effects throughout a company 
such as primary source media . Sudh mat te rs are 
d i scusses . 
- , SERVICES. 
182. RAJASHEKAR (T.B.) Designing a mult imedia 
informat ion service for the in te rne t land CD-ROM. 
Information Studies. 4, 3; 1998, July; 1^5-42. 
Discusses on OM information service|s (OMIS) which 
provides web access to selected extracts ^om the writing 
and saying of spiritual leader; scholars land also offers 
geographical sketches and a list of works of some of 
sources . Web access is made more interesting through the 
d i sp lay of related images and the rendering of 
appropriate back ground music. OMIS is ported from 
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database originally available on CDS/ISIS. For the CD-
ROM database access is currently provided using a 
windows version of CDS/ISIS operating as a helper 
application within the netscape browser. 
183. YANAGIMACHI (Akco). Development of multimedia 
services fro current and future broadcast ing media. 
JIPDEC Informatization Quarterly. 1, 101; 1995; 14-20. 
Mentions that electronic information media industry 
in the multimedia era needs to integrate advanced 
features of mult imedia into their services. ISDB ( 
Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting) has proposed 
the broad casting infrastructure which is total digital 
broadcasting and integrates many kinds of multimedia 
services who broadcasting channels. So d iscusses the 
enhancement of broadcasting services in a multimedia 
context. 
- , TECHNIQUES 
184. CHANDLER (Terrell. N) System for t ra in ing 
aviation regulations (STAR): Using multiple vantage points 
to learn complex information through scenario based 
instruct ion and mul t imedia techniques . Journal of 
Educational Multimedia and Hypermedia.5, 314; 1996; 349-
78. 
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The purpose of the STAR project is to provide a 
comprehensive curr iculum for acquiring the skills and 
conent necessary for understanding and applying the 
federal av ia t ion r egu l a t i ons . Different media, 
presentat ions as well as overlapping curr icular themes 
contribute of the ability to repeat conceptual themes 
while maintaining interest . It is to give s tuden t s multiple 
vantage points to the same body of information by 
incorporating multimedia presentat ions and story telling 
tecniques within several different learning environments . 
- , TECHNOLOGIES. 
185. O' CONNOR (Mary Ann) Imaging for multimedia 
applications: Profile of a multimedia Developer. Document 
Image Automation. 12, 1; 1992; 5-10. 
Mentions a b o u t mul t imed ia and i t s po ten t i a l 
multimedia products are starting to appear in market . The 
long awarted CD-I (compact Disc interactive) sys tems are 
now available. Microsoft corporation has specified a basic 
configuration for a multimedia PC and a number of 
vendors are now providing their own implementat ions of 
the MPC specification. IBM has produced a full line of 
ul t imedia p r o d u c t s . The availabil i ty of mul t imed ia 
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hardware platforms the chal lenges assoc ia ted with 
multimedia application development, specifically imaging 
are addressed in this paper. 
- , - APPLICATION. 
186. SINGH (DV) SHAUKEEN (Ashoo). Multimedia: 
Application and t rends . Library Herald. 34, 1-2; 1996, 
April-September; 66-72. 
The article describes the concept of multimedia. 
Explains the revolutionary changes taking place in 
multimedia. And mentions the elements application and 
trends in this field. Concludes that the growth multimedia 
technology has given a new dimension to human life. 
- , - , CD-ROM. 
187. BAMFORD (CM). Allocating resources for CD-ROM 
: A vendor's perspective. Library Journal. 115, 2; 1990, 
February; 58-59. 
It p r e s e n t s the r e sources a l loca ted for the 
development of new information technology, CD-ROM. Also 
describes vendor 's perspective in this technology and the 
profitable market place. 
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- , - , COM, CONVERTING, CD-ROM. 
188. HENRY and URROWS(Elizebath). Converting 
Computer out put microfiche (COM) to CD-ROM. Optical 
Information System. 10, 2; 1990, March; 93-8. 
Discusses the benefits of CD-ROM and its capabilities 
such as it has improved data access speed and ability 
to deal complex queries than possible with microfiche. 
And CD-ROM technology elements the usual costs of 
access attributed to telecommunication links to main 
frame databases as well as costly labor charges for 
retrieving data. Thus CD-ROM offers prompt responses to 
public inquiries that are less expensive with CD-ROM 
than with microfiche. So this article discusses on the 
converting of COM to CD-ROM. 
- , - , HARDWARE. 
189.CAWKELL (Tony). A Brief Review of multimedia 
hardware. Aslib. IT Link.10, 4; 1997. 
This review shows how rapidly the multimedia idea 
developed. One of the most potent current driving forces 
is the arrival of internet publications which require fast 
machines with good graphics large memories increased 
hard disc capacity lower prices and a variety of offer 
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facilities. Increasing numbers of people have purhcased 
machines during the last five germs and many of the 
earlier machines mentioned here are still in use. 
- , - , HUMAN COMMUNICATION. 
190. KANEKO (Masabide) and HARASHIMA (Hiroshi). 
Mul t imedia and Human communica t i on . JIPDEC 
Informatization Quarterly. 1, 101; 1995; 3-8. 
Multimedia has been discussed from the technological 
point of view at the same time it is discussed from the 
point of its relation to humans . Multimedia will offer the 
information environment where humans can freely make 
full use of various informat ion media. This new 
environment is closely related to the frame work of human 
communica t i on technology. Which s u p p o r t s b e t t e r 
communication among humans . This paper presents a 
concept of a virtual humane city' which is constructed 
as an almost complete metaphor of a real city by means 
of MM. 
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- , - , LIBRARIES. 
191. BEISER (Karl). Imaging Technology in libraries: 
Photo CD offers real possibilities. Online.!, 1; 1993, 
November; 16-8. 
Describes that photo CD is a family of formats for 
storage and retrieval of phtographic images in electonic 
form. Kodack photo CD technology is a powerful new tool 
that may prove capable of performing those very tasks 
efficiently and inexpensively. Photo CD can work with 
page images so it discusses about phot CD and its 
characterist ics and its possibilities to l ibraries. 
- , - , MEDICAL INFORMATION. 
192. LAW (KCK) and Others. An investigation of a cost 
effective solution for multimedia medical information 
management. Information and Management. 28, 6; 1995, 
June ; 361-76. 
The uns t ruc tured paper based medical document 
contains text based medical reports t rophies data and 
verbal comments etc. These multimedia information are 
currently covered in paper folders as print ou ts , films on 
tapes. The advances of multimedia technology have made 
possible the collecting, storage and presentat ion of 
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medical information. This paper discusses the background 
and rationale that led to the design and photo typing a 
computerized cost effective multimedia medical document 
system. 
- , - , PHOTO CD. 
193. CHEN (Ching-Chih). Photo CD and other Digital 
imaging technologies: What's out there and what ' s it for?. 
Micro Computers for Information Management. 10, 1; 1993; 
29-42. 
Describe about photo CD which is the s tar t of another 
revolution in desktop color introduced in 1992 by kodak. 
In order for library and information professionals to be 
able to utilize these digital imaging technologies there is 
a need for them to be know knowledgeable on what are 
available in this dynamic digital market place. This paper 
hopes to facilitate the transfer of some timely information 
to enhance general understanding of this dyanmic field. 
- , - , SATELLITE. 
194. DUA (T.R.). Multimedia i n f r a s t ruc tu r e , 
r equ i r emen t s i s sues , challenges and oppo r tun i t i e s . 
Electronics and Information Planning. 25, 6; 1998; 326-27. 
This paper was presented in the in te rna t iona l 
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conference of exhibition on terrestr ial and satellite broad 
cas t ing . A revolution in information handling and 
communication is multimedia. The features of multimedia 
have been around for several decades. The rudimentary 
components of multimedia are text graphies animation, 
photographic images and moving video and sound. The 
first three can be considered artificial sound, image and 
video are part of the real world. As it mention the all 
areas about multimedia developments are described in 
detail . 
- , - , SCHOOL LIBRARIES, RESEARCH. 
195. SMALL (R.V.) And FERREIRA (S.M.) Multimedia 
technology and the changing na ture of research in the 
school library. Reference Librarian. 44, 1; 1994; 95-106. 
Recent developments in technology that combine 
computer based controls and CD-ROM or optical disc 
s to rage devices provide s i m u l t a n e o u s access to 
information resources to use r s . This type of simultaneous 
access to information provides a richer best more complex 
information processing environment to the s tudent . 
Designers of multimedia information resources must 
provide consistent easy to use navigational tools for 
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users and include a way for users to be able lo track 
their progress. 
- , - , VIDEO CODEC. 
196. ALTUINBASAK (Yucel) and .TEKALP (A murat) . A 
hybrid video code with block-based and mesh based 
motion compensation modes. International Journal of 
Imagine System and Technology. 1, 1; 1998; 248-56. 
This article presents a complete video codes with 
suppor ts both block based and mesh based motion 
compensation modes. While the mesh based modes are 
suitable for spatially cont inuous representation of in plan 
ro t a t i on , zooms and o the r mot ions tha t can be 
represented by a parametric mappings, the block based 
m a d e s perform be t t e r a r o u n d motion b o u n d a r i e s . 
Therefore a hybrid codes with block based and mesh 
based modes which ricely compliment each other, yields 
the best results over a wide range of video at low bit ra tes . 
- , - VIDEO DISC. 
197. KAPOOR (S.K.). Video disc technology: Its 
potential for information storage and retrieval. Lastic 
Bulletin. 29, 3; 1984, September; 113-7. 
This paper mentions that vedeodisc technology has 
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great potential for information storage and retrieval. 
Examines the following video disc systems; the optical 
videodisc and the optical digital disc. Considers the 
advantages of the optical for the storage of the document , 
also examines the instruct ion programmes linking text, 
graphics and access to full text and document delivery. 
198. MARSH (Fred. E). Videodisc technology Journal of 
Americal Society for Information Science. 33, 4; 1982, July; 
237-44. 
This articles describes the major area of videodisc 
systems technology identified. The operation, relability 
storage capacities and the applications of th is laser 
systems are presented in detail. The versality of the 
optical disc is illustrated by its capabilities to digitize a 
large collection of bibliographic data and to image process 
the fultext of energy documents . 
199. RAMAIAH (CK). Video disc and their applications 
cat ions. laslic Bulletin. 35 , 3; 1990, June; 55-62. 
It reviews from origin to the present position of VDs 
including CD-W and hypermedia forms. It also gives the' 
features, advantages, disadvantages of VDs in brief. 
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- , - , - LIBRARIES, CANADA. 
200. (Sabine S.) Videodisc as a library tool. Special 
Libraries. 74, 1; 1983, January ; 7-13. 
It describes the national library of Canada produced 
a videodisc between July 1981 and 82. The videodisc 
project was designed to demonstrate. The ability of the 
video disc to store and present library mater ia ls in a 
variety of format the information retrieval capability of a 
combined videodisc and micro computer system; and the 
use of the videodisc as a practical research tool. 
- , - , PHOTOGRAPHY. 
201 . HASEBROOK (Joachim P.) And GREMM (Markus) 
Mul t imedia for voca t iona l gu idance : Effects of 
individual ized t e s t ing , videos and p h o t o g r a p h y on 
acceptance and recall. Journal of Educational Multimedia 
and Hypermedia.8, 4; 1999; 377-400. 
Mult imedia could potential ly faci l i ta te l ea rn ing 
processes. Study address specific effects of media like 
video and photgraphy it has been argued that multiple 
media does not influence learning, learning gains are due 
to instructional methods and product superiori ty has 
not been supported. Therefore, many researchers aim to 
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make their multimedia systems more effective using 
'intelligent' software technologies to adopt to the learner's 
demands , abilities and knowledge. If tested the influence 
of video, photography and individualized testing on 
acceptance and recall of information provided by a 
m u l t i m e d i a encyclopedia abou t p ro fe s s ions old 
educational programmes. 
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APPENDICES 
MULTIMEDIA RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON 
INTERNET. 
The following disc is organised in four sections which 
conta ins selected library related multimedia resources 
available on the internet. 
1. Multimedia Digital Libraries 
Digital Video Libraries 
Speech recognit ion, image u n d e r s t a n d i n g , and 
na tu ra l language processing and applied to the creation 
of digital video libraries h t tp : /www.cs .uh .edu/~ta i95/ 
stevens.text .html 
Digital Library Services 
Multimedia collections are available on digital format 
via the internet, world wide for your review, h t t p : / / 
www.weblab.iupui.edu/projects/digilib.html 
Mnltimedia Resources 
ht tp : / /www.tme.n l / resource .h tml 
Multimedia in Libraries 
Digital libraries now allow the integration of digital 
mult imedia into repositories, which are not confined to 
the physical library, but allwo access across worldwide 
networks. 
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h t t p : / / c o n c o r d . c s c d c . b e / c o n f e r e n c e / a b s t r a c t / 
3_1200_2_l.html. 
Multimedia Databases and Virtual Libraries 
h t t p : / / w w w . c s . c o n c o r d i a . c a / - t e a c h i n g / c o m p 7 5 3 / j a n 9 7 / 
dharma/node2 .h tml 
Interactive Multimedia online services: The Digital 
Library paradigm 
Recent developments of the network inf ras t ruc tures , 
t housands of information repositories, wide bandwidth 
da ta networks and information applicances and advanced 
communications and information access services. 
h t tp : / /www.erc im.org /medconf /papers / thanos .h tml 
The World-Wide Web Virtual Library 
Chemistry Rio Grande do Sul, Federal University of , 
(UFRGS), Brazil, Institute of Chemistry. Internat ional 
Organ iza t ion for chemica l Sciences in deve loping 
countr ies . 
h t tp : / /www.chem.ucla .edu/chempointers .h tml 
Issues in Multimedia Digital Libraries 
Librarianship issues: access , organisation, cataloguing, 
user support . 
h t tp : /concord .cscdc .be /confeence /presen ta t ion /3 . 
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Issues in Multimedia Digital Libraries 
The MUMLIB-Project explicitly examines the user i s sues 
surrounding the integration of various media types into 
a single CD-ROM. 
h t t : / / concord .cscdc .be /confe rence /p resen ta t ion / 
2. Integrating Multimedia into Libraries: Management 
and Access Issues. 
Integrating Multimedia into Libraries 
Paper p resen ted by Cr ibb , Audiovisual L i b r a r i a n , 
University of Queensland. National Library of Austral ia . 
h t tp : / /www.nla .gov.aU/3/npo/conf /npo95gc.h tml . 
Multimedia in Libraries and Museums 
Conference organised by The Bri t ish Library and 
Multimedia 
Ventures was held at the Business Design Centre in 
Islington on 22 June 1995 
h t tp : / /www.har t .bbk .ac .uk /char t /mml ibrp t .h tml 
Multimedia Technical Libraries: Informedia Digital 
Library System 
h t t p : / / w w w . a s s e t . c o m / W S R D / a b s t r a c t s / 
ABSTRACT_1750.html 
Multimedia Technology: Theory and Applications 
Introduction and the fundamentals of data compression, 
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the basic principles in multimedia. 
h t t p : / / w w w . c s . u w e . a c . u k / e n g / r a n d a l l / m m t e c h / 
index,html 
IMAMEDIA: Compatability of Multimedia Applications 
Compatability of mult imedia applications 
h t tp : / /www.t i le .net / t i le / l i s t serv/ imamedia .h tml 
Multimedia Applications 
htt : / /www.fbcs.fuj i tsu.com/mult imedia/mult imed.htm 
Multimedia Technology and Applications 
Catalog content of www.desktopcafe.com 
ht tp: / /www.desktopcafe.com/catalog/hi l lman.html 
Index to Multimedia Information Sources 
http: / /viswiz.gmd.de/Mult imedialnfo 
Interactive Multimedia Association 
http: / /www.ima.org/ 
Multimedia Authoring Web 
ht tp: / /www.mcl i .d is t .maricopa.edu/author ing/ 
Multimedia Informatioin Sources 
ht tp : / / four ie r .dur .ac .uk :8000/mm.html 
WWW Multimedia Law 
ht tp : / /www.ba tne t . com/oi lkoumene/ 
Hypertext 
Rapports: Language, Cul ture , Communication, Fourth 
Edition 
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h t tp : / /www.uga .edu /~ romlan / rappor t s / r ap .h tm 
3. Instructional Multimedia Resources on Web 
Multimedia in Libraries 
Multimedia: demonstration. Multimedia in Libraries 
by:Clare Davies, IIELR, De Montfort University. 
h t tp : / / concord .cscdc .be /confe rence /abs t rac t /3 
Multimedia 2000-Schools and Libraries 
Multimedia 2000 offers special lab pack pricing to 
schools. 
h t tp: / /www.mult icom.com/school / 
Multimedia Technical Libraries 
(CMU/SEl-95-Multimedia Technical Libraries) Informedia 
Digital Library System. 
h t t p : / / w w w . a s s e t . c o m / W S R D / a b s t r a c t s / 
ABSTRACT_1750.HTML 
Multimedia Libraries 
Select Effects Vol. 1,2&3. 100 Video movies p lus 50 music 
clips on each CD-ROM. Perfect for any one producing 
multimedia presentat ions . 
http://www.cascom.com/sw_sfx.html 
Multimedia in Libraries and Museums 
Conference Report: Multimedia in Libraries and Museums 
h t t : / /ww.hr t .bbk .ac .uk /char t /mml ib rp t .h tml 
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Libraries and Multimedia Education and Training 
http:www.kaapeli . f i /hyperniai l /kir jastokaapeli / 1015.html 
Multimedia Research Group 
Digital Libraries, Digital library research projects, The 
open J o u r n a l project, Viseum, AOOHIR, Document 
m a n a g e m e n t and Document s t r u c t u r e s . h t t p : / / 
www.mmrg.ecs.soton.ac.uk/research/digl ibs .html. 
4. Magazines on Multimedia 
Computers and Internet, imaging, multimedia, etc. 
ht tp : / /www.mm.com.au /amm/ 
Type:Magzine 
Click Interactive Magazine 
h t tp : / / c l i ck . com.au / 
Type:E-ine 
Computer Graphics world 
h t t p : / / WW, cgw.com/Pub l i she r : Pen n Well Publ i sh ing 
company 
Type:Magazine (Monthly) 
Subjects: Computers & Internet, imaging. Multimedia 
Digital Moview News 
ht tp : / /www.el -dorado.ca .us /~dmnews/ 
Type:E-Zine 
Publisher :(homeport@el-dorado.ca. us) 
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Type:E-zine 
Publisher:(homeport@el-dordo.ca.us) 
Image Soup 
h t tp : / / home .d t i . ne t / shadow/ image soup / 
Publisher:Carter Burdenlll, for Digital Telemedia 
inc. 
Type:E-Journal(Quarterly) 
The Multimedia Developer's Journal 
ht tp : / /www.awa.com/nct / sof ta re /mmlead. 
html 
PubIisher:Markland communities, Inc. 
Type: Magazine 
Multimedia World 
http: / /ww.mmworld.com/ 
Publisher: (Carla_Lieberman@pcworld.com) 
Type:Magaine 
IEEE Multimedia 
http: / /www.ieee.org 
Publisher:IEEE 
Type:Magazine 
I n t e r a t i v e Video,Web D e s i g n , I n t e r a c t i v e TV & 
Multimedia 
Interactivity 
http:/ / interactivity@halldate.com 
Type:Magazine 
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